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We as editors tried to make the magazine much more accessible by adding a link to each article
as included in the Table of Contents, which gives you direct access to the article itself. Any
suggestion is most welcome.

At all times remember Severe ME:
https://youtu.be/BoVvJzmmVWg
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3. Editorial
Dear friends,
With a month’s delay we’re happy to be able to forward you
issue 27 of the ME Global Chronicle. It made the editors decide to publish 4 times
a year in stead of every second month, as the workload is considerable and the
energy not always at hand.
So please submit your contributions (preferrably in Verdana 12, max 600-700
words) to contribute@let-me.be before the 5th June next. This gives those
concerned an opportunity to send in a report of actions on or around May 12,
Severe ME-day coinciding more and more with #Millions Missing-day.
Breaking news today from the Netherlands where the Health Council published its
report on ME/(CFS) after 2 years of studying and deliberating. The figurehead of
the NKCV, known for its psychogenic approach of the disease withdrew at the very
last moment from the committee, which is being seen as a good sign by all
patients. CBT and GET can’t longer be forced upon Dutch patients and the severity
of their disease is being recognized. On March 29th the Dutch parliament is
discussing how to implement the recommendations of the Health Council.
Please note the deadline of the petition to support Dr Sarah Myhill with her
complaint at the British GMC about the PACE-trial authors: next Sunday, 25th
March. So there’s still an opportuniy to sign and even write a letter of support if
you’re able to: http://bit.ly/2DuXzxe
Let’s continue to share and support each other. The Dutch community would like
to inform all of you that without the visible and invisible support of you througout
these years this major victory most probably wouldn’t have been achieved.
Which country is to follow suit...
Take care and if it is slightly possible, enjoy the beauty of spring and autumn.
Let’s hope this news is heralding a spring in the treatment and konwledge of this
in essence deadly disease, and in time will take ‘deadly’ out of it.

The editors
PS don’t try to read everything. Just click the article you feel attracted to in the
table of contents. Clicking on “Back to the Table of Contents” at the bottom of
each page will bring you there.
Breaking News we will immediately publish on http://bit.ly/2GeaaKu as well in the
next issue of course. Please bring important news under our attention as well
(info@let-me.be)
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4. NIH/CDC/HHS
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The Failure Of Clinical Guidance
For People With ME
The Failure of Clinical Guidance for People with ME ME advocate Mary Dimmock
has written a comprehensive report about the flawed science that led to the
recommendation of cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and graded exercise
therapy (GET) for people with Myalgic Encephalomyelitis.
The patient community has long reported these treatments to be ineffective and
harmful, and, yet, health societies and governments across the world continue to
recommend them as treatment, including the Mayo Clinic and UK government.
Below is an excerpt from Dimmock’s report.
For many years, ME evidence-based reviews and clinical guidance globally, such
as those from Cochrane, UpToDate, Mayo, NICE, and various medical journals and
societies around the world have recommended cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)
and graded exercise therapy (GET) as effective and safe treatments for ME.
Further, these sources have sometimes claimed that disease risk and poor
prognosis is the result of behavioral and psychological factors such as maladaptive
coping, a history of abuse, perfectionism, and the patient’s belief that the disease
is organic. In spite of patient surveys and anecdotal reports that these treatments
were not only ineffective but harmful, these recommendations and statements
have remained.
Since 2015, a growing chorus of international journalists and scientists, along with
reports by the U.S. Health and Human Services have documented serious
deficiencies in the supporting studies that call into question the validity of these
recommendations. In parallel, the U.S. Institute of Medicine (IOM, now called the
National Academy of Medicine) published a report that directly contradicts the
disease theory underpinning these studies. These deficiencies and contradictions
include the following (Further details in Appendix II):
Lack of external validity:
According to the US Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the use
of an overly broad definition (the Oxford definition) in many of these studies
resulted in the inclusion of “patients who may have an alternate fatiguing illness.”
The 2016 AHRQ report also noted that studies using more specific definitions
requiring hallmark symptoms of ME such as an abnormal response to exertion
were “blatantly missing.” After excluding Oxford studies from its analysis, AHRQ
found no evidence of effectiveness for GET and barely any for CBT. This raises
serious questions about the validity of applying CBT and GET recommendations to
people with ME.
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Study design and conduct issues:
The CBT and GET evidence base is biased by unblinded studies that relied on
subjective outcome measures, ignored or dismissed objective findings that
contradicted subjective reports, switched outcomes, inflated claims of
improvement and recovery, and contained other significant problems in the design
and conduct of studies. The issues in these studies, including the UK’s flagship £5
million PACE trial, call into question the quality and reliability of claims of CBT and
GET effectiveness.
Inadequate reporting of harms:
Conclusions that these therapies are safe are based on studies that inadequately
reported adverse effects and did not monitor treatment compliance. Further,
neither the evidence reviews such as Cochrane nor the individual studies
adequately account for patient survey reports of harm from these therapies. Nor
do they account for the published biomedical evidence and the IOM report
demonstrating the disease’s abnormal physiological response to exertion, a
response that supports concerns with the risk of harm from exertion. Claims of
CBT and GET safety are not supported by the evidence.
Flawed disease theory:
The disease theory underlying the use of CBT and GET in this disease is that the
symptoms and the debility are not the result of an organic disease but rather the
result of deconditioning which in turn is the result of false cognitions and a fear of
activity. This disease theory also links a predisposition to the disease and poor
prognosis with behavioral and psychological factors such as those described
above.
This theory is unproven and the studies cited to support it have most often used
the overly broad Oxford definition which could include patients with a primary
mental illness. But more importantly, this psychogenic theory cannot be reconciled
with the 2015 Institute of Medicine report which found that ME is not psychological
or a problem of deconditioning. Instead, the IOM found substantial evidence of
neurological, immunological, autonomic, and energy metabolism impairment. In
no other disease would such impairment be treated by talk therapy intended to
convince the patients they are not really sick. The ethicality of doing do in this
disease must be questioned.
In July 2017, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) removed
long-standing recommendations for CBT and GET from its website. Yet, today, the
vast majority of providers for clinical guidance for ME globally still continue to use
these flawed studies as the basis of CBT and GET recommendations and
conclusions about poor prognosis.
In Japan, recommendations for CBT and GET are scheduled to be published in a
widely read medical journal in March. In the UK, NICE has agreed to review its
guidelines but the current CBT and GET recommendations remain. In the US, even
clinical guidance that has adopted the IOM criteria with its hallmark abnormal
response to exertion still recommends CBT and GET.
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For instance, one medical education provider has adopted the IOM criteria and
IOM-derived statements about neurological, immunological, and metabolism
impairment but then goes on to recommend PACE-style CBT and GET and link
poor prognosis to a patient’s belief that the disease is physical.
It is stunning that such highly regarded organizations continue to produce
“evidence-based” guidance for ME using such poor-quality, contested, and
inappropriate evidence. Doing so not only misleads medical providers on the
nature of ME and its appropriate treatment but puts people with ME at direct risk
of significant harm by their medical providers.
To best protect patients from further harm, it is essential that evidence review
publishers such as Cochrane and providers of evidence-based clinical guidance
such as Uptodate, Healthwise, Mayo, and various medical societies reevaluate the
quality and validity of the evidence that they are using to support their conclusions
and recommendations for ME. It is essential that these organizations update their
reviews and guidance to remove the erroneous conclusions and recommendations
based on poorly conducted, invalid studies and to incorporate what is known today
about the biopathology of ME and its proper treatment.

Read the full report: http://bit.ly/2BYwMZa
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5. NICE
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NICE Stakeholder Meeting
NICE stakeholder meeting for CG53: 16th January 2018
Impressions from the meeting by Sally Burch
The meeting started with some explanations of the process of review. It was
explained that, in a break from the traditional process, this engagement meeting
was being held before any scoping document was produced. There were 60 or so
people in attendance and overall the meeting had a positive feel to it.
We were welcomed to the meeting by Philip Alderson, the Clinical Advisor for
NICE. Then Mark Baker, the Centre for Guidelines Director at NICE, explained
about the guideline update. One thing he said struck me as very important. He
said, "We are going to tear it up and start again. We won't allow it to look the
same." I found this reassuring. Indeed, he reiterated several times that the
guideline was to be replaced in full. He also said that a re-naming of the guideline
would be possible.
Norma O’Flynn, the Chief Operating Officer for the National Guideline Centre,
explained how NICE contract with the Royal College of Physicians to develop
guidance. She said that there were a staff of fifty plus, and that they provided the
technical expertise to support the guideline committee, and to manage the
development of guidelines according to NICE processes.
Norma O’Flynn gave a time line for the development of the new guideline. This
included a "Scope Stakeholder Workshop" on the 25th May, and a Scope
consultation between 21st June and 19th July. An advertisement for the guideline
committee members will also run over the same period. The first guideline
committee meetings should happen from November 2018, and as most guidelines
take about 70 weeks to be developed, this should mean the guideline consultation
taking place about April 2020.
Victoria Thomas, the Head of the Public Involvement Programme for NICE, told
us that in this update they would be “starting with the perspective of the patient”.
She explained that there would be four patient members on the guideline
development committee, and that individual patients (or carers) could apply as
themselves, ie they do not need to be attached to a stakeholder group to be on
the committee.
After a few questions from the floor, the different tables had time to feed back to
NICE representatives. Some pre-determined questions on the guideline were
posed, and we were encouraged to look forwards rather than backwards.
However, in our discussions some of the problems with the old guideline needed
to be raised in order to highlight how a new guideline could be made better.
The table I was at managed to cover many important issues, and I think it is fair
to say that the patient voice was most definitely being heard. I brought with me
two documents. The first was a document I wrote listing issues I thought
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important for the meeting. Most of these points were in fact raised by others at
the table, meaning that I didn’t need to make each point myself. The second
document was a print out of Linda Crowhurst’s Facebook post entitled “An
Honest Appraisal”. I left both documents with the facilitator at our table, and also
handed a copy of each document to Mark Baker after the meeting.
I left the meeting exhausted, but cautiously optimistic about how this
development process might work. Perhaps advocates more seasoned than I, will
say that I am being naïve. Perhaps I am being naïve, but I can’t deny it: this
meeting went considerably better than I was expecting. I guess the proof of the
pudding will be in the eating, but for now I am pleased that I could say the things
I wanted to say, and that my voice was heard.
Onwards and upwards? I hope so.

Sally Burch
Source: http://bit.ly/2FzZ2bl
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The NICE Guidelines – Starting
Again?
Please sign the NICE Guidelines Committee petition – http://bit.ly/2FDTWGW.
There was some encouraging feedback from the recent NICE ME/CFS Guidelines
Stakeholder meeting, an early milestone in the long process of revising the
guidelines. But was such encouragement justified? I wasn’t there myself, so I am
grateful to those who attended on our behalf. Blogger and patient advocate Sally
Burch reported (http://bit.ly/2DmoAms) that Guidelines Director Prof Mark
Baker declared: “We’re going to tear it up and start again. We won’t allow it to
look the same” while Prof Jonathan Edwards reported (http://bit.ly/2GmBZ0J)
as follows (writing in the Science for ME forum):
“What intrigued me most was the elephant in the room – the reason why we were
there at all, which was not mentioned once by the speakers from the floor and I
suspect hardly at all even in the groups – the need to remove recommendations
for CBT and GET. It nevertheless became clear that the NICE staff were absolutely
clear that this was why we were there and that they had taken on board that this
was not an issue for a few minority activists but essentially for all patients.
At our table the facilitator said, ‘I presume everyone here is agreed on that’ –
despite the fact that a paediatrician and an occupational therapist were present
who I suspect may not have realised this was why we were there and for whom
these remained standard practice”.
All this talk of ‘tearing it up’ and scrapping CBT and GET was less in evidence
however, in the letters (http://bit.ly/2FNO2Xe) which Prof Baker exchanged with
Kathleen MCCall (who was representing the Trustees of Invest in ME). Writing
in advance of the Stakeholder meeting, Prof Baker wrote: “I appreciate that the
existing recommendations are a matter of concern to some patients and groups
and we will give some consideration to whether we need to modify or omit any of
the existing recommendations during the development of the new guideline”.
This does not exactly sound like ‘tearing up and starting again’ so when the
feedback from the meeting emerged, Invest in ME wrote again to question the
discrepancies. This time, Prof Baker’s response (http://bit.ly/2FFeCOS) was of
particular interest. He wrote:
“I did indeed say that we will fully replace the guideline and start again….
However, it does not mean that we reject everything that is in the current
guideline.”
So this sounds like parts of the guidelines are to be torn up then reinstated, which
is easy enough with a roll of sticky tape but a bit confusing for those trying to
gauge the mood music at NICE. Prof Baker goes on to explain:
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“The problem is, I believe, in the unthinking and ill-informed manner in which the
recommendations are imposed on people for whom they are not intended and/or
not suitable… I was struck by some of the stories at the workshop about the
misuse of the current recommendations and the disturbing extent to which they
are imposed on people who are unlikely to benefit from them and for whom
alternative approaches would be sensible… The current wording makes clear that
patient agreement is required but I imagine that consent is not usually sought and
that patients are not considered to have rights to refuse (which they invariably do
have in fact).”
So it seems that Prof Baker is at least convinced of the need to safeguard
severely ill patients, who do indeed all too often have GET imposed upon them –
in clear violation of the existing guidelines. This crucial change is to be
encouraged, of course, as is the need for all patients to be informed they have the
right to refuse treatment. How exactly this is to be achieved is another matter
however.
As “the current wording makes clear that patient agreement is required”, what do
you do to ensure such agreement is sought? Perhaps the addition of the words
“we really mean it this time” in bold print would do the trick. The wholesale
removal of GET from the guidelines would be more effective, I suspect, but to
judge by Prof Baker’s letter to Invest in ME, that doesn’t appear to be on offer.
He says: “scrapping the entire guideline now would be massively counterproductive as it would almost certainly result in the withdrawal of the already
dwindling number of services available to people with ME. Therefore, a rather
more limited approach would be required to protect what is good whilst modifying
what may be harmful”.
So in spite of saying he wants to tear the whole thing up and start again, Prof
Baker clearly believes that bits of it are good and need to be protected. I can’t
avoid the growing suspicion that these bits might include CBT and GET. Indeed, if
not CBT and GET then what? A large part of our problem is that when it comes
down to what purports to be ‘evidence-based’, there isn’t anything else.
Of course, the ‘evidence’ for CBT and GET is extremely unconvincing, as David
Tuller and others have illustrated time and again, and the reason there isn’t the
evidence for anything else is that CBT and GET – and the misapprehension about
the condition which their adoption has brought into being – have effectively put
paid to biophysical research for many decades. This sad circumstance may give
us the moral high ground – from the perspective of those who understand – but
it doesn’t actually help.
As Jonathan Edwards (http://bit.ly/2GmBZ0J) puts it: “All in all it seems to me
that something important has been achieved but there is still more work to do.
NICE are very clear that the great majority of patients believe that CBT and GET
are worse than useless. They realise that a committee must not be made up
entirely of psychiatrists.
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However, when the committee comes to look at the evidence the only evidence
for treatments working they will find will be on CBT and GET. It is going to be hard
for them to not at least mention that there is supposed to be some evidence.
Hopefully that will not be followed by a recommendation.
However, I sense an attitude even amongst physicians and paediatricians that if
CBT and GET are not available they will have nothing to offer. A lot of doctors find
that uncomfortable. They should not but they do. So there will be a tendency for
CBT and GET to remain in the guidelines even if watered down. That will depend
to a degree on who is on the committee. That needs some thought. Applications
are being taken in June and July.”
So yes indeed, the personnel on the committee will be of vital importance.
Graham McPhee, John Peters, Sally Burch and numerous other patient
advocates have written a letter to NICE (http://bit.ly/2pa7bZ3) requesting that
the committee members are chosen with openness and integrity. They have also
produced a petition (http://bit.ly/2FDTWGW) which anyone can sign. Over 2,700
have done so already. If you haven’t signed yet, please consider joining them.
This is important. As Jonathan Edwards says, doctors feel uncomfortable if they
have nothing to offer. This unfortunate fact is the reason why so many patients
with physical illnesses over the years have been treated as though they have a
mental health issue. It probably won’t help the patient but it’s better for the doctor
than feeling powerless.
Sad to say, CBT and GET may remain in the guidelines for this reason, if for no
other. They haven’t been torn up yet. We can’t even be sure that Prof Baker’s
proposed amendments to avoid the inappropriate imposition of these ‘treatments’
will be acted upon, as he is due to retire before the new guidelines are finalised.
It is good that many patient advocates attending the meeting left with a good
feeling about it but, as I am sure they realise, the battle is far from over yet. As
a starter, we need the right people on the guidelines committee. Don’t forget to
sign that petition (http://bit.ly/2FDTWGW)…

Mr. Spoonseeker
Source: http://bit.ly/2GlbQQ1
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6. Dutch Citizen Initiative
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A Big Step Ahead
March 19, 2018 has been a most important day for the Dutch ME-community and
may be for the worldwide community.
After 2 years of deliberations of a committee in which half of the members were
of the BPS-school of thought and very influential, the final report of the ME/CFS
committee of the Health council of the Netherlands has been published.
Below the abstract. Panelmember Rob Wijbenga formulated a minority
standpoint in which he accentuated that he agreed with the advices to the Dutch
government and other steering institutions, but also remarked with many an
argument that still this doesn't do complete justice to pwME.
Yet a most important step on the way to recognition, research and better
treatment of Dutch patients, who can no longer be forced into CBT and/or GET
but have free choice in it.

ME/CFS - March 19th, 2018
People with ME/CFS are substantially limited in their functioning, for a longer
period of time. Treatment cannot address the causes of the disease, due to lack
of knowledge. Therefore, research is required, on pathogenesis, diagnosis and
treatment. Furthermore, patients do not feel to be taken seriously, which hampers
their recovery. Their limitations are often not fully recognized in the assessment
of claims on income and other provisions. The Health Council recommends that
health care providers be trained and medical assessors recognize that ME/CFS is
accompanied by substantial limitations.
Executive Summary
ME/CFS is a serious chronic disease that substantially limits the activities and
quality of life of people suffering from it. Patients with ME/CFS have been
campaigning for recognition and better treatment of their condition for years. In
response to a citizens’ initiative, the Lower House asked the Health Council to
provide insight into what is scientifically known about the disease and what
developments are to be expected. The ME/CFS Committee investigated this
subject. This committee consisted of experts from various fields and patient
representatives. Different views on ME/CFS were represented.
The Disease: Symptoms, Pathogenesis And Diagnosis
People with ME/CFS suffer from a substantial reduction in the ability to engage in
pre-illness levels of social and personal activities, which lasts longer than six
months. They suffer from severe fatigue that is not caused by exertion and is not
substantially alleviated by rest. Minor physical or mental effort can already
exacerbate the complaints.
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Almost all patients have a disturbed sleep. Neurocognitive problems
(concentration, memory, comprehension) and orthostatic intolerance (such as
dizziness, nausea, headache, weakness) are also common. In addition, pain, fever
and enhanced sensitivity are symptoms that may occur.
The committee notes that little is known with certainty about the pathogenesis of
the disease. Various body systems can be involved, such as the immune system,
metabolic
system,
cardiovascular
system,
central
nervous
system,
neuroendocrine system, microbiome and genome. Therefore, it is called a
‘multisystem disease’. It is unclear how these systems interact in the development
of ME/CFS. There may also be several diseases that fall under ME/CFS.
The diagnosis of ME/CFS is made based on symptoms. There is no agreement in
the scientific literature on the criteria that should apply. The committee believes
that the diagnostic criteria proposed in 2015 by the Institute of Medicine
(currently: National Academy of Medicine) provide for the time being a good tool
for practitioners.
As with the pathogenesis, there is little to say with certainty about the prevalence
and the course of the disease. Presumably, there are 30,000 to 40,000 patients
in the Netherlands with ME/CFS, most of whom are female. Their chance of
spontaneous recovery is low.
Treatment Of ME/CFS
Treatment of ME/CFS cannot be aimed at addressing the causes of the disease,
due to lack of knowledge. However, sometimes it is possible to relieve the
symptoms of the disease. It is important for the physician and patient to explore
the options together. For example, patients may benefit from medicines such as
sleeping pills, analgesics and agents that positively influence intestinal motility.
The majority of the committee believes that cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
can also be considered as an option for treatment. Four members take a different
view. They indicate that many patients with ME/CFS have negative experiences
with the therapy and object to the form of CBT for ME/CFS applied in the
Netherlands.
ME/CFS In Practice
Many physicians have preconceptions about ME/CFS and about the patients who
suffer from it. They are inclined to suggest that the disease is psychological. As a
result, patients do not experience empathy from their physicians and feel that
they are not taken seriously, which does not improve their health and reinforces
their social isolation. A survey from the Dutch ME/cfs Association reveals that 75%
of the patients rate the quality of care as highly inadequate. Patients also
frequently experience problems in the assessment of claims on income, care and
other provisions because the limitations of their functional capabilities are not
recognised. This is partly due to misinterpretation of the rules. Sometimes patients
are found to be fit for work because an insurance physician believes that no
physical abnormality can be proven or an unequivocal diagnosis cannot be made.
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However, according to the applicable rules, these are not good reasons to
disregard someone’s limitations. The point is that there is a consistent set of
impairments, limitations and disabilities. The committee reiterates that ME/CFS is
a serious disease that, by definition, generally leads to substantial restrictions on
functional possibilities.
Furthermore, the committee believes that patients must be free to decide whether
to have CBT – or, in the Netherlands not or hardly used as a self-standing
treatment for ME/CFS, graded exercise therapy (GET) – as part of their treatment.
Not choosing for CBT or GET may not lead to the judgement that the patient
misses his chance of recovery or is to blame for not cooperating in his/her
recovery.
Conclusions And Recommendations
Scientific research on ME/CFS is needed to serve patients better. Meanwhile, it is
essential that ME/CFS is a diagnosis that is made in practice, that patients’ disease
symptoms are taken seriously and treated as well as possible. Their functional
limitations must also be fully recognised in the assessment of claims on income
and other provisions.
The committee recommends the following:
The Minister of Health, Welfare and Sport should commission ZonMw for a
long-term, substantial research programme on ME/CFS. The research would
primarily focus on substantiation of the diagnosis, pathogenesis and
treatment of ME/CFS.
Those responsible for training and further education of healthcare providers
should ensure that education and training highlight the serious, chronic,
multisystem disease ME/CFS and what healthcare providers can do for
patients with this disease.
The Federation of University Medical Centres and the healthcare insurers
should designate a few university medical centres that – in collaboration
with patient representatives, other hospitals, GPs, rehabilitation centres,
sleep centres and other healthcare providers in the region – will open an
outpatient clinic for ME/CFS, with associated healthcare networks and
research groups.
Medical disability assessors within the context of private and social disability
insurance, the Social Support and Provision Act and the Long-term Care Act
should recognise that ME/CFS is a serious disease that is accompanied by
substantial functional limitations, and they should not regard a patient’s
decision to forego CBT or GET as inadequate recovery behaviour.
Source: http://bit.ly/2HKRFdH
Thanks for all your support during the last two years, from all over the world.
Special thanks to Sonya Marshall Gradisnik for her contribution to the hearing,
which was amazing.
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Cartoon Djanko
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7. Grassroot
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Trying To Navigate Life
Trying to navigate life with illness when your family doesn't support you
Most people are familiar with the
story about a man called Jesus of
Nazareth. One thing that stuck
with me was that when he returned
to his hometown after becoming
widely accepted as the Messiah, he
wasn’t
that
well-received.
I
remember my teacher explaining
that Jesus’ elders and peers
wouldn’t have seen him in the
same light because they’d known
him his whole life.
The way many who struggle with
chronic, invisible illnesses are
treated by those closest to them strikes me as very similar, a sort of “Jesus
Phenomenon,” if you will. The people who once changed our diapers and saw us
struggling to learn to read, who bared witness to the time when acne was our
biggest problem and speaking to a crush our biggest fear, for some reason seem
to struggle to accept that something could really be wrong with us.
Many of the voices you hear speaking out, advocating for awareness and
understanding, are people who are fortunate enough to have a loving and
supportive family and partner. Understandable, since every day is a struggle to
get through just the bare minimum. When it’s all you can do to just get by, and
you don’t have anyone there for you, how are you supposed to find the strength
to share your story too?
The reality is that many of us are left to rough it alone, because those closest to
us just don’t understand or care to, and that’s something that should be discussed
openly, rather than remaining taboo. I constantly get teased about being “lazy”
and reprimanded for not doing more, told “everyone’s tired, but you just push
through and do what needs doing, because you’re an adult and can’t expect
anyone else to do it for you.”
I can respect that hard work ethic, but what about when you can’t do things for
yourself? When you try to explain that it’s more than just being tired and you’re
already pushing yourself as hard as you can, but pushing even more either just
isn’t possible or will inevitably lead to what little health you still have deteriorating
even further, they just don’t get it.
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Well, can you blame them? If we’re honest with ourselves, we didn’t really
understand what those words meant until we’d lived it. And, if most doctors
haven’t got a clue, then how can we hold anyone else accountable? I know people
who have been kicked out of their homes and abandoned by their spouses, and
those people, the ones we thought we could count on, think they’re doing us a
favor!
A chronic illness (http://bit.ly/2Dle8eM)can crop up overnight or gradually over
time. The nice thing about getting sick quickly is that you likely know exactly what
caused it. Not only it is hard for the rest of us to pinpoint exactly when we got
sick and what caused it, funny as it may sound, there’s also a period where you’re
sick, but not yet sick enough to realize you’re sick. So inevitably, there was a time
when I myself thought maybe I was just lazy and needed to toughen up. But now
I know better.
Adding another layer of complexity is what’s called brain fog, meaning that even
once I finally sensed something was off, I struggled to think clearly. At my worst,
I even have difficulty speaking – I can hardly find the words and mispronounce
the ones I do. Brain fog meant that, even once I finally began to suspect
something was off, I went to multiple doctors over several years and every time
they told me everything was fine, I just went home and forgot about it.
It wasn’t until I realized that others could see me struggling to express myself
that I knew for sure something was off. I went back to the doctor and insisted –
if the tests all come back fine, then we need to be running different tests, because
clearly something is wrong!
That meant it took me over a decade to ascertain that what I myself was
experiencing wasn’t normal. Then I began ping-ponging from specialist to
specialist, having every test imaginable done, but it still took the better part of
the next year to figure out what was wrong. In that time, my health had taken
such a turn for the worse that I had to stop working and it was all I could do just
to get to the doctor and the grocery store.
It would take another year before I could finally accept that the steep decline I’ve
suffered might actually be permanent. I was hopeful with every new doctor and
every new treatment, but every time I was disappointed. I wasn’t giving up – I
continued trying to find a way to get my life back, but I realized the time had
come to finally accept reality and the reality was that I wasn’t getting any better
and I needed help.
But here I am. You’d think the people who claim to love you the most would see
that you need help before you yourself do, discourage you from jeopardizing your
health by over-exerting yourself, invite you to come home, reassure you that
everything will be alright… instead I got comments like “If you’re not working,
you’re not staying here.
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And if you’re too sick to work, you need to be in an institution” or “Still these
games? Grow up. You really need to stop accepting this illness you’re claiming,
using it as an excuse for sympathy” and “You need to take responsibility for your
past choices and behave accordingly by finding suitable employment” as though I
wanted this, as though this were something brought on by any fault of my own!
As though I enjoy subsisting on the same five foods every single day and whiling
away my existence in bed with Facebook my only real means of social interaction.
They still say they love me, but they leave me hanging when I need them most.
How can that be right? How can that be family? I’ve always said I’m not asking
anyone to go without to help me. I don’t hold it against anyone for not helping if
they can’t afford to. But they could at least have the decency to acknowledge me
contacting them, acknowledge my suffering, check in to see how I’m holding up,
show a little empathy and offer some moral support.
I’m not saying I’m entitled to anyone’s home or money, but I can’t help thinking,
if you have more than enough to live comfortably, how can you in good conscience
stand by and watch me struggling, begging for donations to cover the cost of my
next meal, constantly on the verge of homelessness, and still claim to love me?
What have I done to deserve that? When have I ever cheated or lied or stolen or
scammed anybody to be valued so little?
Of course, people wonder why I don’t turn to my family for help, because hasn’t
our society taught us our families should always be there to support us in times
of need? Well, clearly that must’ve been a Hollywood dream, because mine and
many other families were not cut from the same cloth. And, as sadly common as
this behavior might be, I don’t find it at all acceptable. If your own family is able
but unwilling to help when you have no other option, what else are you supposed
to do?

Alésia Chevaleret
Source: http://bit.ly/2rvNQ9a
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55 Reasons Why NICE Must
Recommend A Home Visiting
55 Reasons why NICE must recommend a home visiting, biomedical service, for
people with Severe Myalgic Encephalomyelitis.
People with Severe and Very Severe ME are not safe within the current health
system; this is not an exhaustive list by any means:
It is virtually impossible for the most severely affected to travel to a clinic or a
hospital.
It is extremely difficult to find a knowledgeable GP or consultant.
There is little, if any, choice of biomedical ME consultants.
Knowledge of how to approach or communicate with a person with Very Severe
ME is minimal.
The system expects people to fit into it and is not very accommodating of those
who cannot.
Hypersensitivity to touch makes physical contact unbearable, dangerous,
impossible without harming the person with Severe ME.
Hypersensitivity to noise makes it difficult to impossible to bear the sound of
the voice of the GP or consultant, let alone all the background noise and any
other noise exposure.
The impact of noise may cause the person to be damaged and physically
harmed for weeks, months, even indefinitely.
The impact of chemical sensitivity means the person cannot go into
environments where ordinary cleaning agents, perfumes, chemicals are being
used.
If they have multiple chemical sensitivity they will not be able to bear being in
the presence of people wearing perfume on their body or clothing. It will harm
them and cause an increase in symptoms. They cannot afford to have anyone
visit them and bring their perfume and chemicals into their house, without dire
consequences.
Light sensitivity may make it impossible for a person to be in a room with
ordinary light. Exposure to light can be agonising and harmful.
It may be impossible for a consultant to examine a patient or write notes or
see instruments in low to dark light, which is the only way a person with Very
Severe ME can be seen; even the noise of a pen on paper can be too much to
bear.
Cognitive issues make it difficult for the person to remember what needs to be
said, to access information within their mind. There are blocks on every level
of communication in Severe ME. Communication requires inward and outward
pathways to function properly; these are not there, reliably or at all, for the
person with Very Severe ME.
Processing difficulties make it difficult to impossible to understand questions or
information and to answer adequately or comprehend meaning. Any mental
demand can lead to massive deterioration: instantly.
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There is not enough energy for the person to explain their history and
symptoms or express their concerns about their health, even if the person can
temporarily access it. The effort of speaking, if the person is able to speak, is
too much and can lead to a post-exertional crisis. The full reality of a person's
disability and illness experience can be missed if the moment they manage to
communicate is considered the norm, when it is in reality rare to impossible.
Extreme pain and physical discomfort make it difficult to concentrate and deal
with complex interactions with other people, especially as the interaction itself
will most likely increase the pain even more.
Paralysis makes any interaction impossible, you cannot function when you are
completely paralysed either mentally or physically; you cannot even speak or
open your eyes. Transient paralysis can hit any muscles at any moment.
Drug sensitivity and allergy make it risky to even attempt to try and take new
drugs and nutritional medicine, even if needed.
Any drug at normal dose is likely to be too high for the person with Very Severe
ME or may not be tolerated at all, even at a lower dose.
If regular injections are suggested/required, the treatment may not be
accessible because of skin sensitivity, pressure sensitivity, neurological and
muscle pain, hyperesthesia, the risk of intolerance of the drug, the inability to
cope with another person in the room, the noise and chemical exposure, the
energy required to interact, is unlikely to be there. If the person is required to
be in a different posture, it is likely to be impossible for them and can endanger
their health to try.
A blood pressure cuff can be too painful to put on and bear the increased
pressure, as it is pumped up. Harm can be done if this is ignored.
Taking blood samples, may be difficult to impossible, in any one moment,
especially if you have to apply a blood pressure cuff and the person cannot
bear it. Increased pain and exacerbation of symptoms as a consequence may
be persistent. Veins may be hard to find or persistently collapse, causing
additional stress and difficulties gaining enough blood. Pain may be so extreme
that the additional pain of a needle puncturing skin may be too much to
tolerate. Extra time and flexibility are always required, plus a willingness to
adapt to the persons physical reality.
The weight and pain of a cannula pressing on hypersensitised painful skin and
muscles may be intolerable.
Various different postures required may be impossible to achieve for
examination.
Physical contact itself, required for physical examination, literally causes
deterioration of symptoms and increased pain, spasms, paralysis, cognitive
dysfunction to worsen. There will always be a post- exertional reaction, which
is essential to consider and take into account and can be extreme and lead to
massive deterioration and distress.
Providing a urine or stool samples is not the simple act that it is for ordinary
physically functioning people. How is the person to capture the urine or stool
with paralysed or numb hands with poor co - ordination, spasms, muscle
dysfunction? How is the person to understand instructions with severe cognitive
dysfunction?
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Any test or treatment involving equipment is likely to be impossible to manage
and potentially harmful from over exertion which leads to cognitive and
physical deterioration and risks the persons ability to tolerate or cope with any
deterioration especially if the impact lasts months or years. The health of the
very severely affected is so frail that inappropriate intervention can even lead
to death.
Two-way communication may be impossible and even if possible will be limited
complex and potentially harmful, leading to severe post- exertional impact. It
is essential that anyone trying to communicate with a person with very severe
ME understands the way the person communicates, what they can tolerate and
how little energy they have and not ignore or forget the persons reality.
Experimenting with treatment is a very high-risk strategy without knowing if
the person will be able to tolerate recommendations and without understanding
possible reactions. Should never be undertaken without due consideration of
risk and possible side affects with careful consideration of possible impact in
advance with a strategy in place to support the person should they choose to
go ahead. People with very severe ME are desperate for help and so open to
mistreatment and defensive blaming by professionals who simply have not
understood the frailty or risk. They are at massive risk of deterioration and
harm being inadvertently or carelessly done to them; for this reason, a proper
Risk Assessment should always be performed.
There are no NHS medical consultants, that we are aware of, to turn to, who
have the necessary medical knowledge and experience, or who are willing to
travel to the home, in the UK currently – and there is little hope of finding one.
So many symptoms are either ignored or dismissed and overlooked and not
properly understood.
The knowledge base required to safely and adequately suggest and provide
tests, treatments, ongoing support, for Very Severe ME with complex
neurological dysfunction is not, in our experience, available within the NHS
currently or if it is, it is inaccessible to the most profoundly disabled and
severely ill patients. It is not adequate to state ME is a fatigue condition and
ignore swathes of symptoms that are profoundly disturbing, distressing and
due to real physical dysfunction, which would be taken gravely seriously in
other illnesses, such as stroke, heart failure, diabetes, cancer and other more
rare genetic and other diseases. There is an associated confusion with what is
co-morbid and what is ME – there does not seem to be a universal holistic,
medical approach to the complex interaction of symptoms.
There is a need for partnership, in working out how to offer medical support
and assistance safely. There is a need for humility and an ability to admit
ignorance, lack of knowledge and to take responsibility for actions and
reactions and wrong treatments and methods, especially a need to comprehend
the very real risks and dangers of deterioration and opposite reaction to that
hoped for or desired, that again we have rarely found.
A person with Very Severe ME is unlikely to tolerate or cope well with the
physical demands of invasive treatment, even if required.
A person with Very Severe ME is likely to be extremely drug sensitive; they
require an awareness of anaesthetic sensitivity that is generally not provided
by professionals. The person and/or their carer is more often put in the
situation of having to guess what is safe, as professionals are themselves seem
unaware. How can they be given safe advice when their symptoms are not
adequately investigated or properly medically explained, in the first place?
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People with Very Severe ME just cannot access everything required to negotiate
with doctors surgery and hospital settings, treatments, follow up appointments,
Physiotherapy, OT, medical assessments, operations etc. They are at grave risk
of harm because of the dearth of aware medical consultants to back them up
and make safe recommendations.
People who live away from direct contact with public places and people due to
profound hypersensitivity and fragility are extremely vulnerable to exposure to
infections and less able to fight them off, risking increased deterioration of
health if they catch anything.
Because of the confusion and collusion with the psychiatric lobby and the
wrongful focus purely on fatigue, it is extremely difficult to know who it is safe
to trust and who will not harm you. Harm can be done through lack of
understanding or misdirected interpretation of illness and lack of understanding
of how to help the most severely affected, whose physical experience is so
much more extreme and complex than those mildly affected, whom
professionals are more likely to have encountered if at all.
Extremely physically ill hypersensitive people with severe multi- system
dysfunction who have little tolerance for face to face interactions are easy to
misinterpret.
Extremely physically ill hypersensitive people with severe multi- system
dysfunction who have little tolerance for face to face interactions are easy to
misrepresent in a health service determined to focus on a psychosocial
interpretation. The current NHS pathway is woefully inaccurate and inadequate.
Extremely physically ill hypersensitive people with severe multi- system
dysfunction who have little tolerance for face to face interactions are easy to
misunderstand.
Extremely physically ill hypersensitive people with severe multi- system
dysfunction who have little tolerance for face to face interactions are easy to
mistreat.
Extremely physically ill hypersensitive people with severe multi- system
dysfunction who have little tolerance for face to face interactions, are easy to
have wrong and inaccurate reports written about them, expressing opinions as
fact; wrong opinion based on lack of knowledge – this can do much harm.
There is not enough accurate, adequate explanation or study of individuals
symptoms to help identify them accurately or protect people with Very Severe
ME and provide informed documents to help inform others.
Private tests and treatments are often too expensive to conduct.
Private consultants are often too expensive to pay for home visits, even if
willing.
The person with Very Severe ME is physically profoundly ill and often cannot
undertake the risk of trying to get help, from an unknown consultant or doctor,
when any interaction and effort leads to profound consequences of health
deterioration, temporary or permanent or very long term.
Hospitals, outpatient departments and doctors surgeries are not generally
geared up to accommodate multiple chemical sensitivities, noise sensitivity,
light sensitivity, need for bed rest etc. Being exposed to the major physical
trauma of travel and then being exposed to so many people, interactions and
so many sources of noise and chemicals and infections will be too much for the
person with Very Severe ME.
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Sitting and standing or tilting will be extremely difficult to impossible for the
person with very Severe ME and could endanger their health or be intolerable
and harmful to attempt.
Even lying down may be extremely uncomfortable and painful, even if this is
necessary or unavoidable.
Even tolerating a wheelchair may be too physically uncomfortable and
complicated for the person to use, despite the apparent need. There are
complex symptoms affecting multiple systems, resulting in difficulties with
motion, reversal of direction, vibration, noise, posture, speed and pain,
dizziness, visual disturbance.
Travel is a nightmare for the person with Very Severe ME. Motion, bumps,
noise, vibration, smell of chemical and upholstery, petrol, perfume, exposure
to light, are intolerably difficult to bear. Sitting up may be unachievable. Travel
lying down may be impossible and impractical. It may be impossible and
dangerous to attempt. There will always be a profound post- exertional
reaction. Toilet stops will be complicated, on many levels or impossible to deal
with.
Some people are so pressure touch sensitive, so hypersensitive and in pain
that they cannot tolerate any noise protection, such as ear phones or ear
defenders or ear plugs. Physical contact can literally harm them. They have no
choice but to remain in a protected environment, with noise reducing curtains
and triple sound proof glazing, sound proofed walls and doors etc. It is
extremely difficult and challenging to reach out to such sensitive people, whose
reality is virtually unimaginable.
Pills and capsules are often not made of easily digestible materials, such as
gelatine. Medicines may have ingredients that are not tolerated and can
exacerbate food sensitivities and gastric issues, which are already severe to
extreme in this extremely ill group of people. The NHS does not appear to
accommodate this issue well.
Even with the best intention, medically knowledgeable consultants and safe
pathways, are simply not there currently, nor have they been, in our experience
of over two decades of seeking them within the national health service in the
UK.
This is an illness that is extremely difficult to comprehend from the outside.
With complex cognitive dysfunction and blocks upon every level of
communication, it is extremely hard to explain and articulate and identify the
profound level of dysfunction from the inside. Reactions are often confusing
and opposite to what would normally be expected to occur, so confounding the
help that should be available but cannot sadly be accessed, rendering those
most in need, invisible and living secret tormented lives.

Greg & Linda Crowhurst
January 2018
Source: http://bit.ly/2GuOozF
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Farewell – A Last Post from Anne
Örtegren
Nobody can say that I didn’t put up enough of a fight.
For 16 years I have battled increasingly severe ME/CFS.
My condition has steadily deteriorated and new additional
medical problems have regularly appeared, making it ever
more difficult to endure and make it through the day (and
night).
Throughout this time, I have invested almost every bit of
my tiny energy in the fight for treatment for us ME/CFS
patients. Severely ill, I have advocated from my bedroom for research and
establishment of biomedical ME/CFS clinics to get us proper health care. All the
while, I have worked hard to find something which would improve my own health.
I have researched all possible treatment options, got in contact with international
experts and methodically tried out every medication, supplement and regimen
suggested.
Sadly, for all the work done, we still don’t have adequately sized specialized
biomedical care for ME/CFS patients here in Stockholm, Sweden – or hardly
anywhere on the planet. We still don’t have in-patient hospital units adapted to
the needs of the severely ill ME/CFS patients. Funding levels for biomedical
ME/CFS research remain ridiculously low in all countries and the erroneous
psychosocial model which has caused me and others so much harm is still making
headway.
And sadly, for me personally things have gone from bad to worse to unbearable.
I am now mostly bedbound and constantly tortured by ME/CFS symptoms. I also
suffer greatly from a number of additional medical problems, the most severe
being a systematic hyper-reactivity in the form of burning skin combined with an
immunological/allergic reaction. This is triggered by so many things that it has
become impossible to create an adapted environment. Some of you have followed
my struggle to find clothes and bed linen I can tolerate. Lately, I am simply
running out. I no longer have clothes I can wear without my skin “burning up” and
my body going into an allergic state.
This means I no longer see a way out from this solitary ME/CFS prison and its
constant torture. I can no longer even do damage control, and my body is at the
end of its rope. Therefore, I have gone through a long and thorough process
involving several medical assessments to be able to choose a peaceful way out: I
have received a preliminary green light for accompanied suicide through a clinic
in Switzerland.
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When you read this I am at rest, free from suffering at last. I have written this
post to explain why I had to take this drastic step. Many ME/CFS patients have
found it necessary to make the same decision, and I want to speak up for us, as
I think my reasons may be similar to those of many others with the same sad
destiny.
These reasons can be summed up in three headers: unbearable suffering; no
realistic way out of the suffering; and the lack of a safety net, meaning potential
colossal increase in suffering when the next setback or medical incident occurs.
Important note
Before I write more about these reasons, I want to stress something important.
As for most other ME/CFS patients who have chosen suicide, depression is not the
cause of my choice. Though I have been suffering massively for many years, I am
not depressed. I still have all my will and my motivation. I still laugh and see the
funny side of things, I still enjoy doing whatever small activities I can manage. I
am still hugely interested in the world around me – my loved ones and all that
goes on in their lives, the society, the world (what is happening in human rights
issues? how can we solve the climate change crisis?) During these 16 years, I
have never felt any lack of motivation. On the contrary, I have consistently fought
for solutions with the goal to get myself better and help all ME/CFS patients get
better. There are so many things I want to do, I have a lot to live for. If I could
only regain some functioning, quieten down the torture a bit and be able to
tolerate clothes and a normal environment, I have such a long list of things I
would love to do with my life!
Three main reasons
So depression is not the reason for my decision to terminate my life. The reasons
are the following:
1. Unbearable suffering
Many of us severely ill ME/CFS patients are hovering at the border of unbearable
suffering. We are constantly plagued by intense symptoms, we endure highimpact every-minute physical suffering 24 hours a day, year after year. I see it as
a prison sentence with torture. I am homebound and mostly bedbound – there is
the prison. I constantly suffer from excruciating symptoms: The worst flu you ever
had. Sore throat, bronchi hurting with every breath. Complete exhaustion, almost
zero energy, a body that weighs a tonne and sometimes won’t even move. Muscle
weakness, dizziness, great difficulties standing up. Sensory overload causing
severe suffering from the brain and nervous system. Massive pain in muscles,
painful inflammations in muscle attachments. Intensely burning skin. A feeling of
having been run over by a bus, twice, with every cell screaming. This has got to
be called torture.
It would be easier to handle if there were breaks, breathing spaces. But with
severe ME/CFS there is no minute during the day when one is comfortable. My
body is a war zone with constant firing attacks. There is no rest, no respite. Every
move of every day is a mountain-climb. Every night is a challenge, since there is
no easy sleep to rescue me from the torture. I always just have to try to get
through the night. And then get through the next day.
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It would also be easier if there were distractions. Like many patients with severe
ME/CFS I am unable to listen to music, radio, podcasts or audio books, or to watch
TV. I can only read for short bouts of time and use the computer for even shorter
moments. I am too ill to manage more than rare visits or phone calls from my
family and friends, and sadly unable to live with someone. This solitary
confinement aspect of ME/CFS is devastating and it is understandable that ME/CFS
has been described as the “living death disease”.
For me personally, the situation has turned into an emergency not least due to
my horrific symptom of burning skin linked to immunological/allergic reactions.
This appeared six years into my ME/CFS, when I was struck by what seemed like
a complete collapse of the bodily systems controlling immune system, allergic
pathways, temperature control, skin and peripheral nerves. I had long had trouble
with urticaria, hyperreactive skin and allergies, but at this point a violent reaction
occurred and my skin completely lost tolerance. I started having massively
burning skin, severe urticaria and constant cold sweats and shivers (these
reactions reminded me of the first stages of the anaphylactic shock I once had,
then due to heat allergy).
Since then, for ten long years, my skin has been burning. It is an intense pain. I
have been unable to tolerate almost all kinds of clothes and bed linen as well as
heat, sun, chemicals and other everyday things. These all trigger the burning skin
and the freezing/shivering reaction into a state of extreme pain and suffering.
Imagine being badly sunburnt and then being forced to live under a constant
scalding sun – no relief in sight.
At first, I managed to find a certain textile fabric which I could tolerate, but then
this went out of production, and in spite of years of negotiations with the textile
industry it has, strangely, proven impossible to recreate that specific weave. This
has meant that as my clothes have been wearing out, I have been approaching
the point where I will no longer have clothes and bed linen that are tolerable to
my skin. It has also become increasingly difficult to adapt the rest of my living
environment so as to not trigger the reaction and worsen the symptoms. Now that
I am running out of clothes and sheets, ahead of me has lain a situation with
constant burning skin and an allergic state of shivering/cold sweats and massive
suffering. This would have been absolutely unbearable.
For 16 years I have had to manage an ever-increasing load of suffering and
problems. They now add up to a situation which is simply no longer sustainable.
2. No realistic way out of the suffering
A very important factor is the lack of realistic hope for relief in the future. It is
possible for a person to bear a lot of suffering, as long as it is time-limited. But
the combination of massive suffering and a lack of rational hope for remission or
recovery is devastating.
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Think about the temporary agony of a violent case of gastric flu. Picture how you
are feeling those horrible days when you are lying on the bathroom floor between
attacks of diarrhoea and vomiting. This is something we all have to live through
at times, but we know it will be over in a few days. If someone told you at that
point: “you will have to live with this for the rest of your life”, I am sure you would
agree that it wouldn’t feel feasible. It is unimaginable to cope with a whole life
with the body in that insufferable state every day, year after year. The level of
unbearableness in severe ME/CFS is the same.
If we knew there were relief on the horizon, it would be possible to endure severe
ME/CFS and all the additional medical problems, even for a long time, I think. The
point is that there has to be a limit, the suffering must not feel endless.
One vital aspect here is of course that patients need to feel that the ME/CFS field
is being taken forward. Sadly, we haven’t been granted this feeling – see my
previous blogs relating to this here (http://bit.ly/2GinUBD) and here.(
http://bit.ly/1c0IDYT)
Another imperative issue is the drug intolerance that I and many others with
ME/CFS suffer from. I have tried every possible treatment, but most of them have
just given me side-effects, many of which have been irreversible. My stomach has
become increasingly dysfunctional, so for the past few years any new drugs have
caused immediate diarrhoea. One supplement triggered massive inflammation in
my entire urinary tract, which has since persisted. The list of such occurrences of
major deterioration caused by different drugs/treatments is long, and with time
my reactions have become increasingly violent. I now have to conclude that my
sensitivity to medication is so severe that realistically it is very hard for me to
tolerate drugs or supplements.
This has two crucial meanings for many of us severely ill ME/CFS patients: There
is no way of relieving our symptoms. And even if treatments appear in the future,
with our sensitivity of medication any drug will carry a great risk of irreversible
side-effects producing even more suffering. This means that even in the case of a
real effort finally being made to bring biomedical research into ME/CFS up to levels
on par with that of other diseases, and possible treatments being made accessible,
for some of us it is unlikely that we would be able to benefit. Considering our
extreme sensitivity to medication, one could say it’s hard to have realistic hope of
recovery or relief for us.
In the past couple of years I, being desperate, have challenged the massive sideeffect risk and tried one of the treatments being researched in regards to ME/CFS.
But I received it late in the disease process, and it was a gamble. I needed it to
have an almost miraculous effect: a quick positive response which eliminated
many symptoms – most of all I needed it to stop my skin from burning and
reacting, so I could tolerate the clothes and bed linen produced today. I have been
quickly running out of clothes and sheets, so I was gambling with high odds for a
quick and extensive response. Sadly, I wasn’t a responder. I have also tried
medication for Mast Cell Activation Disorder and a low-histamine diet, but my
burning skin hasn’t abated. Since I am now running out of clothes and sheets, all
that was before me was constant burning hell.
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3. The lack of a safety net, meaning potential colossal increase in suffering
when the next setback or medical incident occurs
The third factor is the insight that the risk for further deterioration and increased
suffering is high.
Many of us severely ill ME/CFS patients are already in a situation which is
unbearable. On top of this, it is very likely that in the future things will get even
worse. If we look at some of our symptoms in isolation, examples in my case could
be my back and neck pain, we would need to strengthen muscles to prevent them
from getting worse. But for all ME/CFS patients, the characteristic symptom of
Post-Exertional Malaise (PEM) with flare-ups of our disease when we attempt even
small activities, is hugely problematic. Whenever we try to ignore the PEM issue
and push through, we immediately crash and become much sicker. We might go
from being able to at least get up and eat, to being completely bedbound, until
the PEM has subsided. Sometimes, it doesn’t subside, and we find ourselves
irreversibly deteriorated, at a new, even lower baseline level, with no way of
improving.
PEM is not something that you can work around.
For me, new medical complications also continue to arise, and I have no way of
amending them. I already need surgery for one existing problem, and it is likely
that it will be needed for other issues in the future, but surgery or hospital care is
not feasible for several reasons:
One is that my body seems to lack repairing mechanisms. Previous biopsies have
not healed properly, so my doctor is doubtful about my ability to recover after
surgery.
Another, more general and hugely critical, is that with severe ME/CFS it is
impossible to tolerate normal hospital care. For ME/CFS patients the sensory
overload problem and the extremely low energy levels mean that a normal
hospital environment causes major deterioration. The sensory input that comes
with shared rooms, people coming and going, bright lights, noise, etc, escalates
our disease. We are already in such fragile states that a push in the wrong
direction is catastrophic. For me, with my burning skin issue, there is also the
issue of not tolerating the mattresses, pillows, textile fabrics, etc used in a
hospital.
Just imagine the effects of a hospital stay for me: It would trigger my already
severe ME/CFS into new depths – likely I would become completely bedbound and
unable to tolerate any light or noise. The skin hyperreactivity would, within a few
hours, trigger my body into an insufferable state of burning skin and agonizing
immune-allergic reactions, which would then be impossible to reverse. My family,
my doctor and I agree: I must never be admitted to a hospital, since there is no
end to how much worse that would make me.
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Many ME/CFS patients have experienced irreversible deterioration due to
hospitalization. We also know that the understanding of ME/CFS is extremely low
or non-existent in most hospitals, and we hear about ME/CFS patients being forced
into environments or activities which make them much worse. I am aware of only
two places in the world with specially adjusted hospital units for severe ME/CFS,
Oslo, Norway, and Gold Coast, Australia. We would need such units in every city
around the globe.
It is extreme to be this severely ill, have so many medical complications arise
continually and know this: There is no feasible access to hospital care for me.
There are no tolerable medications to use when things get worse or other medical
problems set in. As a severely ill ME/CFS patient I have no safety net at all. There
is simply no end to how bad things can get with severe ME/CFS.
Coping skills – important but not enough
I realize that when people hear about my decision to terminate my life, they will
wonder about my coping skills. I have written about this before
(http://bit.ly/2Ilpcwm) and I want to mention the issue here too:
While it was extremely hard at the beginning to accept chronic illness, I have over
the years developed a large degree of acceptance and pretty good coping skills. I
have learnt to accept tight limits and appreciate small qualities of life. I have learnt
to cope with massive amounts of pain and suffering and still find bright spots.
With the level of acceptance I have come to now, I would have been content even
with relatively small improvements and a very limited life. If, hypothetically, the
physical suffering could be taken out of the equation, I would have been able to
live contentedly even though my life continued to be restricted to my small
apartment and include very little activity. Unlike most people I could find such a
tiny life bearable and even happy. But I am not able to cope with these high levels
of constant physical suffering.
In short, to sum up my level of acceptance as well as my limit: I can take the
prison and the extreme limitations – but I can no longer take the torture. And I
cannot live with clothes that constantly trigger my burning skin.
Not alone – and not a rash decision
In spite of being unable to see friends or family for more than rare and brief visits,
and in spite of having limited capacity for phone conversations, I still have a circle
of loved ones. My friends and family all understand my current situation and they
accept and support my choice. While they do not want me to leave, they also do
not want me to suffer anymore.
This is not a rash decision. It has been processed for many years, in my head, in
conversations with family and friends, in discussion with one of my doctors, and
a few years ago in the long procedure of requesting accompanied suicide. The
clinic in Switzerland requires an extensive process to ensure that the patient is
chronically ill, lives with unendurable pain or suffering, and has no realistic hope
of relief. They require a number of medical records as well as consultations with
specialized doctors.
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For me, and I believe for many other ME/CFS patients, this end is obviously not
what we wanted, but it was the best solution to an extremely difficult situation
and preferable to even more suffering. It was not hasty choice, but one that
matured over a long period of time.
A plea to decision makers – Give ME/CFS patients a future!
As you understand, this blog post has taken me many months to put together. It
is a long text to read too, I know. But I felt it was important to write it and have
it published to explain why I personally had to take this step, and hopefully
illuminate why so many ME/CFS patients consider or commit suicide.
And most importantly: to elucidate that this circumstance can be changed! But
that will take devoted, resolute, real action from all of those responsible for the
state of ME/CFS care, ME/CFS research and dissemination of information about
the disease. Sadly, this responsibility has been mishandled for decades. To allow
ME/CFS patients some hope on the horizon, key people in all countries must step
up and act.
If you are a decision maker, here is what you urgently need to do: You need to
bring funding for biomedical ME/CFS research up so it’s on par with comparable
diseases (as an example, in the US that would mean $188 million per year
http://bit.ly/2FD4vdz). You need to make sure there are dedicated hospital care
units for ME/CFS inpatients in every city around the world. You need to establish
specialist biomedical care available to all ME/CFS patients; it should be as natural
as RA patients having access to a rheumatologist or cancer patients to an
oncologist. You need to give ME/CFS patients a future.
Please listen to these words of Jen Brea, which sum up the situation in the US,
but are applicable to almost every country:
“The NIH says it won't fund ME research because no one wants to study it. Yet
they reject the applications of the world class scientists who are committed to
advancing the field. Meanwhile, HHS has an advisory committee whose sole
purpose seems to be making recommendations that are rarely adopted. There are
no drugs in the pipeline at the FDA yet the FDA won't approve the one drug,
Ampligen, that can have Lazarus-like effects in some patients. Meanwhile, the
CDC continues to educate doctors using information that we (patients) all know is
inaccurate or incomplete.”
Like Jen Brea, I want a number of people from these agencies, and equivalent
agencies in Sweden and all other countries, to stand up and take responsibility.
To say: “ME! I am going to change things because that is my job.”
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And lastly
Lastly, I would like to end this by linking to this public comment from a US agency
meeting (CFSAC). It seems to have been taken off the HHS site, but I found it in
the Google Read version of the book “Lighting Up a Hidden World: CFS and ME”
by Valerie Free. It includes testimony from two very eloquent ME patients and it
says it all. I thank these ME patients for expressing so well what we are
experiencing.http://bit.ly/2p6jJk0
PS. My previous blog posts:
From International Traveler to 43 Square Meters: An ME/CFS Story From
Sweden (http://bit.ly/2Dk8ObG)
Coping With ME/CFS Will Always Be Hard – But There are Ways of Making
It A Little Easier (http://bit.ly/2Ilpcwm)
The Underfinanced ME/CFS Research Field Pt I: The Facts – Plus “What Can
We Do? (http://bit.ly/2GinUBD)
The Underfinanced ME/CFS Research Field Pt II: Why it Takes 20 Years to
Get 1 Year’s Research Done (http://bit.ly/2GinUBD)
My Swedish ME/CFS newsletters, distributed via e-mail to 2700 physicians,
researchers,
CMOs,
politicians
and
medical
journalists:
https://mecfsnyheter.se/

Take care of each other.
Love, Anne

From the editors:
Crisis line organizations by country http://bit.ly/2bigOxq
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Forgotten Plague
Saturday, May 12, 2018 is ME-CFS-FM International
Awareness Day.
Don't forget to purchase a DVD of Forgotten Plague
to help boost your advocacy efforts at your rallies,
community
presentations
or
educational
conferences.
Remember, our international partners (living outside of North America) may buy
one DVD and get one free.
When you purchase our Advocate Pack of 5 DVD's for $83.45 (price includes
shipping), you will receive 10 DVD's!
Let's continue our efforts to expand awareness and to foster a dialog to finding
the cause, cure and prevention of these neuro-immune diseases.
Go to http://www.forgottenplague.com/shop to place your order.

Please donate to further our mission here:
http://theblueribbonfoundation.org/donate/

Ryan Prior
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Rethinking
The
Treatment Of Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome
Rethinking the treatment of chronic fatigue syndrome—A
reanalysis and evaluation of findings from a recent major
trial of graded exercise and CBT *
Wilshire C., Kindlon T., Courtney R., Matthees A.,
Tuller, D., Geraghty K., & Levin. B. (under review)
BACKGROUND:
The PACE trial was a well-powered randomised trial designed to examine the
efficacy of graded exercise therapy (GET) and cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT)
for chronic fatigue syndrome. Reports concluded that both treatments were
moderately effective, each leading to recovery in over a fifth of patients. However,
the reported analyses did not consistently follow the procedures set out in the
published protocol, and it is unclear whether the conclusions are fully justified by
the evidence.
METHODS:
Here, we present results based on the original protocol-specified procedures. Data
from a recent Freedom of Information request enabled us to closely approximate
these procedures. We also evaluate the conclusions from the trial as a whole.
RESULTS:
On the original protocol-specified primary outcome measure - overall
improvement rates - there was a significant effect of treatment group. However,
the groups receiving CBT or GET did not significantly outperform the Control group
after correcting for the number of comparisons specified in the trial protocol. Also,
rates of recovery were consistently low and not significantly different across
treatment groups. Finally, on secondary measures, significant effects were almost
entirely confined to self-report measures. These effects did not endure beyond
two years.
CONCLUSIONS:
These findings raise serious concerns about the robustness of the claims made
about the efficacy of CBT and GET. The modest treatment effects obtained on selfreport measures in the PACE trial do not exceed what could be reasonably
accounted for by participant reporting biases. Rethinking the treatment of chronic
fatigue syndrome—A reanalysis and evaluation of findings from a recent major
trial of graded exercise and CBT
(PDF Download Available). Full text: http://bit.ly/2GP8Qex
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Marathon Mike
I'm attempting to run a marathon in
every country in the EU (28 in total)
raising awareness and funds for
Invest In ME
(http://www.investinme.org)
a leading ME research charity.
I've now completed
marathons!

15

of

my

UK, Czech Rep, Finland, Ireland,
Greece, Sweden, Poland, Belgium,
France,
Spain,
Luxembourg,
Lithuania, Netherlands, Slovenia and
Malta!
I will be running the 16th of my 28
Marathons in Vienna, Austria on April
22nd 2018 –any donation you’d like
to make will cover the overall 28 Marathon Challenge.
For
more
information
&
http://www.mikeseumarathons.eu

training

progress

please

visit:

I'm not a natural runner, I'm short with a love for cider and steak. I have a partially
torn knee cruciate and in 2009 was told I shouldn't run again. I'll be running
another 5 marathons in 2018 with the aim of finishing the challenge by the end of
2020.
I'll be aiming to hook up with ME associations and get some TV/press exposure
for our cause in each country.
I'm on facebook (https://www.facebook.com/mikeseumarathons)
and twitter (@mikesEUmaras).
Over 250,000 people in the UK suffer with the ME and that includes 25,000
children as well as one of my good friends who has suffered for almost 10 years
with the illness. Watching him drift from year to year without improvement is
extremely hard to watch, I want to try to do something to stop this. He's not
depressed or making it up, he's one of the most popular and positive people I
know. He's ill.
Invest In ME (http://www.investinme.org) are committed to raising funds and
awareness to find the cause and cure and are a voluntarily run organisation doing
some amazing work.
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They're the only organisation really making progress in working with scientists
and researchers to find cures and treatments. They will be opening a specialist
centre of excellence for ME in 2018 where patients can get diagnosis and
treatment and have even crowd-funded enough to hold their own clinical trials to
find a cure/treatment. They are also funding the PhD's of students investigating
the cause and possible treatments of the disease.
ME is an indiscriminating illness with no set recovery time or guarantee of
recovery. It is the most common reason for school absence amongst children in
the UK.
Symptoms include severe pain, fatigue, sickness and cognitive
dysfunction amongst many others, some are house bound, some are bed bound,
some give up all hope.
Little if nothing has been done by the government and MRC to help people with
ME for decades, we need to help patients now.
Current treatments prescribed by GP's (as a result of the disastrous tax payer
funded PACE trial) include CBT and exercise therapy which only make patients
much worse. If you know someone with ME -donating to Invest In ME is how you
can help them get better, we need research and we need it now.
Thanks for your support!

Mike
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Prince's Art Director
As Prince's art director, Michael Van Huffel
became used to working at all times of day or
night. But 10 years ago, the debilitating
neuroimmune condition ME left him barely able
to move - since then he has had to find very
different ways of making art, within the
boundaries of a one-room apartment.
Spring 1983. Prince is about to become the
biggest star on the planet, and Michael Van
Huffel is a teenager growing up in Warren,
Ohio, a decaying industrial town in the
American Midwest. He's a student at Catholic
school and one day, while at a friend's house
watching MTV, his eyes land on Prince.
"It was the Little Red Corvette video and I saw
him preening and dancing like some electric animal," he says. "It blew my mind.
It genuinely changed the trajectory of my life."
Years later, Van Huffel moved to Prince's home town, Minneapolis, where he
says he worked in music and visual art with "equal degrees of failure". But clearly
not everyone agreed with that negative assessment - he was noticed by Prince's
staff and soon began working at the artist's Paisley Park studio complex, offering
technical support to the then-art director.
Van Huffel's first meeting with his boss didn't go well. "I was in the office alone,
waiting to be given something, anything to do. I had been waiting for hours, with
my feet up, smoking a cigarette and reading Prince's fan mail. Prince just walked
in and stared at me. He asked where my colleague was. I was drenched in sweat
and nervous as hell. Prince stared at me some more. Then he left."
Van Huffel was convinced he'd be fired, but actually he went on to design Tshirts, single covers and album artwork - and ultimately took over as the star's
artistic director. In this role he could find himself having an impromptu stage-side
meeting during a concert or being asked to design an emergency single cover at
3.30am. In Prince's creative universe, work never completely stopped.
In the mid-90s, Van Huffel moved from Minneapolis to Hollywood, to work as a
creative director on film projects. He also provided artwork for MTV, Nike and
other companies. But in 2007 his career was brought to a halt.
"It started with what I thought was flu that just wouldn't go away. I'd get
extremely tired and I began to fall asleep while driving home from work," he says.
"I would feel intense pain in my legs and I collapsed a couple of times when I was
walking. It was more than a regular illness."
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Two years and countless hospital visits later, Van Huffel was diagnosed with
myalgic encephalomyelitis, also known as ME, or chronic fatigue syndrome - a
condition that often leaves people feeling permanently exhausted and incapable
of even the simplest daily tasks.
Like some other ME patients, he discovered that his medical insurance wouldn't
cover all the treatment he needed. Unable to work, he was forced to sell his home
in Venice Beach, his car and his personal collection of Prince-related memorabilia
to pay his medical bills.
For the past seven years, he has lived alone in a one-room apartment. Most
interactions are virtual and online, with visits from a nurse providing rare human
contact.
"It's very difficult for me to leave the room. In a good month I may step outside
two or three times for a short walk but there have been entire six-month periods
when I will not leave the room at all," he says.
However, despite his illness and the narrow confines of his world, Van Huffel has
started creating art again, using the camera on a phone he was given by a family
member.
"I wanted to take pictures that look like something else. I guess the theme is
limitation, but I try to take pictures that look like a landscape or the ocean," he
says. "It's all in my room but I try to make it look like another world." Some of
his most productive photoshoots have taken place during intense bouts of pain
and illness. "I will get violently sick to the point that I'm frightened. I need
something to focus on. Perhaps I'll fill a mason jar with water and add some pollen
from a decaying flower. I'll take an extreme close-up that looks like a galaxy. It's
an escape," he says.
"This room is associated with IV drips, pumps and needles. There is a mattress on
the floor. It's bleak. I don't like it. The photographs became a way to find
something beautiful and meaningful amongst all this."
Some of the most popular images on Van Huffel's Instagram feed are "pretty"
representations of things like flowers but he also experiments with other subjects,
some including grime or naturally occurring decay.
Many of the objects he uses are found on his porch or outside his front door, and
some are partially rotting by the time a picture is taken. Though he makes some
money from prints, his finances are precarious. "I have lost almost everything I
worked for. I have disability status which means I get a social security payment,
but I pay $500 a month for medical insurance. Add to that my rent and very basic
living costs and I am running at a negative," he says.
"I have used up all my savings from the years I worked as a creative director in
Hollywood. Having to auction the things Prince gave me broke my heart. I had
to sell a one-of-a-kind CD case Prince made for me with his own hands, as well
as one of his hats and one-off artwork he'd written guidance notes on. It's stuff
that can't be replaced. I sold it because I absolutely had to."
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There was one item, though, that didn't meet its reserve price, and remains in
Van Huffel's possession - the gold discs of the Emancipation album, which Prince
personally sent to him."I helped to design that package and Prince sent me the
discs after I'd stopped formally working for him. It was a kind gesture. In a way,
I am hopeful that I won't have to sell it. Maybe I'll get better and it's one item
from my time with Prince that I can keep forever."
Relatively little is known about the long-term effects and treatment of ME.
Michael is taking part in an academic study which aims to provide some answers.
And he still has hope.
"People do get better from this illness," he says.
"There is some promising research; a reason to be optimistic. Being isolated, alone
and broke limits my choices so I really hope the artwork will give me some
personal agency back. Being creative gives me hope. Creating art allows me to
feel productive again, to feel that I have purpose and I can make something within
the boundaries of my condition and these four walls."

http://www.bbc.com/news/stories-42404500
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Keep Things As Close To The Vest
As Possible
Fifteen
months
ago,
I
launched
my
subscription
website,
https://www.oslersweb.com, to focus on current events in the realm of ME. My
latest article is a wide-ranging interview with long-time American advocate for ME,
Eileen Holderman.Our interview is a compelling read for ME clinicians,
researchers, patients and stakeholders anywhere in the world who are interested
in ME advocacy.
Holderman is a hardworking, steelspined advocate averse to making a splash.
Most readers are likely unaware of her contributions, which she has chosen to
discuss publicly here for the first time. Ever polite and even generous in her
confrontations with government health officials, she holds the course until she has
accomplished her goals, even if it takes years. She thinks strategically and, as she
says, "keeps things as close to the vest as possible." She wishes other advocates
would, too. The government, she says, is watching and listening. In a wideranging interview, Holderman addresses the difficulties ME advocates continue to
face and lays bare her long view of the government's historical and contemporary
role in ME.
I first became aware of Eileen when she was the patient advocate on the US
“CFSAC” committee for four years, a government-sponsored committee where ME
advocates develop recommendations for the US Department of Health and Human
Services. While serving on this committee and afterward, Eileen played an
integral role in working to force the Centers for Disease Control to remove
recommendations for CBT and GET from their public website.
The agency’s resistance to Eileen’s efforts was robust, to say the least. Her
struggle to see the so-called “Toolkit”—the handbook for doctors seeking to learn
more about the disease—removed from the CDC site, lasted years. At one point,
Eileen and two other colleagues were threatened with “eviction” from the
committee by a government representative on the committee.
During our conversation, Eileen also discussed the problems with the Institute of
Medicine’s (IOM) 2015 re-definition of ME and how it will harm patients. She also
listed the reasons for her low expectations for the NIH clinical study underway in
Bethesda. Along the way, she addresses the reasons why adults with ME have so
few advocates and whether "polite" is the most appropriate credo for advocates
in the realm of this delegitimized disease the U.S. and other governments hold in
their iron grip.
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I found Eileen to be surprisingly frank and straightforward, willing to address any
topic, no matter how difficult. I’ve excerpted a few of Eileen's quotes from
ournearly 10,000 word interview, which I published in two parts, below:
"The first step in solving an issue is to give it voice. Name it. What is going on
here and how are we going to solve it? Say it, name it and then try to tackle the
issue. Venting about the problem is okay as long as you take the second step and
find the resolution."
"I definitely think that when you’re advocating, you have to appeal to the public’s
humanity. You have to elicit empathy. But you walk a fine line. You don’t want to
play the victim card, especially now. As a result of social media we’re bombarded
with images of suffering all over the world. It’s important to tell the story of the
suffering, but use the angle of the injustice."
"The CDC made it their mission to tightly control the definition. But the CDC’s
mission is not to define disease, its mission is to control and prevent disease.
Scientists and physicians create research and clinical definitions. The experts—not
the government."
"The whole (CDC website) was terribly misleading, but the Toolkit was the worst
part. And it was the medium through which CDC was informing doctors all over
the world."
"...one thing that concerns me are advocates who give away too much on social
media. They’ll brainstorm out in the open without realizing the government is
monitoring social media. Use social media, but use it to recruit your fellow
advocates for a project. Don’t give away what you intend to do. If advocates leak
information, it can’t grow and come to fruition. I try to keep things as close to the
vest as possible."
"CDC doesn’t want to discuss the possibility that this is an infectious disease, nor
do they want to discuss the fact it could happen in epidemics, even though over
fifty worldwide epidemics have been documented."
"The mission of the IOM (Institute of Medicine) was to come up with a clinical
definition for mainstream doctors. But if you dilute and dilute, redefine, rename-that's how you disappear an infectious disease...ultimately, once again, the (US)
Department of Health and Human Services has maintained their jurisdiction over
this disease, jurisdiction they don't legitimately have."
"It's incomprehensible to most parents that they could have an adult child who is
so profoundly sick with a disease that isn't called cancer or diabetes or any other
recognizable disease entity. Children, in contrast, are innocents. If a child tells a
parent, 'Mommy, Daddy, I'm sick,' they're believed...we don't have many ardent
advocates for adults."
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“UK advocates have it so bad with Simon Wesseley and Esther Crawley and
Peter White—these people have created a mischaracterization of patients so
severe that if anyone expresses any justified anger or emotion it plays into that
mischaracterization. A lot of advocates overcompensate for that. It’s unfortunate.
It’s not activism, it’s not advocacy. You don’t have to be deliberately disagreeable
or adversarial. But you have to be real, you have to not sugar coat what’s going
on simply because you might be labeled with a psych analysis in the UK.”
"I feel strongly about advocates learning the history of the science of the disease
and the politics of the disease. That takes an investment of time. But you can’t
proceed as an effective advocate unless you have an in depth understanding of
what came before. It’s critical. We don’t need to erase thirty years of history and
pretend it didn’t happen. Doing so isn’t going to hold us back in advancing science
and public policy. It just means we proceed with knowledge of what has already
happened."
About Oslersweb.com: If you are interested in staying abreast of contemporary
developments in ME and would like access to Eileen’s 10,000 word, two-part
interview, consider signing up at www.oslersweb.com for a $10.00 monthly
subscription. Your subscription supports my continuing efforts to produce original
journalism on ME, among the most under-reported stories in the world. My site
has ads, no government or corporate sponsors, no fundraising appeals--just
straightforward, old-fashioned independent reporting from the author of Osler's
Web.
Your subscription today will provide access to all fifteen months of my past
reportingfor Oslersweb.com and all future articles. The current archive includes
my examination of NIH director Francis Collins and his failure to secure
appropriatefunding for ME research; my four-part series on the fate and fortunes
of the “Lazarus” drug, Ampligen; my four-part series on Dr. Jose Montoya and
his years-long struggle to turn perhaps the most ME-hostile academic institution
in the U.S.—Stanford University—into a leading research center; my interview
with Canadian ME denialist Edward Shorter; my profile of Solve ME/CFS’
powerhouse president Carol Head, and more.
In addition to my contemporary articles, your subscription will give you access to
a rich archive of my reporting on ME going back to the early 1990s.

Submitted by Hillary Johnson
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Testifying At CFSAC
Testifying at CFSAC Dec 2017 and Looking for Changes in
2018
The Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Advisory Committee (CFSAC)
held meetings on Dec. 13 & 14, 2017. Videos and transcripts
of the meeting: http://bit.ly/2HDA0od
CFSAC provides advice and recommendations to the U.S.
Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) through the
Assistant Secretary for Health on issues related to Myalgic Encephalomyelitis and
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
Although CFSAC used to meet in person 4 times a year, their meeting frequencies
have been reduced to twice a year with only one live meeting and the other a
teleconference. In 2017, CFSAC had meetings in January and June - with a third
meeting added in December.
This meeting included updates from the following organizations:
CFSAC’s DFO on status of implementation of recommendations from the last
CFSAC meeting
National Institute of Health
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Food and Drugs Administration
Social Security Administration
Health Resources & Services Administration
Agency for Healthcare Research & Quality
Department of Veteran Affairs
Simmaron Research, Inc
Massachusetts CFIDS/ME & FM Association
ME Action
Report from the Pediatric Education Working Group and Parent Information
Center
Research Update Presentations
Two Presentations were given about research updates.
Research Update on Adults given by Jose Montoya, M.D. (CFSAC Member)
Research Update on Pediatric given by RosamundVallings, M.D. (Invited
Speaker) Howick Health and Medical, Auckland, New Zealand
During Dr. Montoya’s presentation, he asked Dr. Unger to confirm that the CDC
had removed materials recommending GET (Graded Exercise Therapy) and CBT
(Cognitive Behavior Therapy) as treatment options.
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While Dr. Unger verbally confirmed to Dr. Montoya that the CDC removed GET
and CBT materials, as of this blog post there are still links from the CDC website
to materials recommending graded exercise and behavioral therapy.
The working part of the meeting was a discussion of the Medical Education Work
Group’s recommendations. Final recommendations will be posted on the CFSAC
webpage.
Stakeholders’ Testimonies
Both days included public comments from patients and advocates.
A running theme from the public comments was:
the lack of urgency from the government health agencies
the faulty and harmful information posted on CDC website and mailed out to
clinicians - without retractions
CDC website not fulfilling the requests of previous CFSAC recommendations
the dire circumstances of patients denied disability
patients dying while waiting for treatment information to get to their doctors
Looking For Changes In 2018
We will be watching the CDC closely to see how they respond to the issues raised
- such as:
A full retraction of the toolkit replaced with information affirming that Graded
Exercise Therapy (GET) is harmful to ME patients and should NOT be
recommended and that Cognitive Behavior Therapy (CBT) is not a valid treatment
for M.E.
Removing false and harmful information from CDC website as well as from the
mainstream medical community like Mayo Clinic, Cleveland Clinic, etc.
Updating CDC website and educational material with information from the ME
International Consensus Primer for Medical Practitioners.
MEadvocacy
has
created
an
easy
to
follow
ICC
questionnaire.
(http://bit.ly/2DwMD1S). This is a good resource to share with doctors to
understand the full range of myalgic encephalomyelitis.
The following are excerpts from the ME-IC Primer (http://bit.ly/1BMvvMZ) and
materials on the CDC website should include this information:
Post- Exertional Neuroimmune Exhaustion (PENE pen׳-e)
“PENE is characterized by a pathological low threshold of physical and mental
fatigability, exhaustion, pain, and an abnormal exacerbation of symptoms in
response to exertion. It is followed by a prolonged recovery period.”
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Neurological Abnormalities
“Neurocognitive, sleep, autonomic and sensory disturbances, pain, headaches,
and paresthesias are prominent neurological signs and symptoms. Cognitive
impairments including slow processing of information, poor attention, word
finding, and working memory are some of the most functionally disabling
symptoms”
Immune Impairments
“Neuropathic viruses can infect and damage the brain, ganglia and immune cells.
The initial infection may cause profound dysregulation of the immune system,
which in turn may result in persistent infection or abnormal immune response.
Activated immune complexes, including elevated levels of various cytokines,
cause chronic inflammation against a background of immunosuppression, which
makes the body more vulnerable to opportunistic infectious agents and may play
a role in post-exertional flares and flu-like symptoms.”
Energy Production and Ion Transport Impairments and Cardiovascular and
Autonomic Impairments
“Profound energy impairment suggests dysregulation of the mitochondria and
cellular energy production, channelopathy, and ion transport. There is an inverse
relationship between diurnal variation in blood pressure (BP) and fatigue.
Impairments increase risk of cardiovascular events. Orthostatic intolerance (OI)
suggests impaired cerebral circulatory autoregulation. Low oxygen consumption,
stroke volume, and reduced circulation are associated with symptom severity and
functional impairment.”
Fast tracking for FDA approved medications.
There are medications shown to help ME patients including Ampligen, antivirals,
Low Dose Naltrexone (LDN), etc. which should be made available as soon as
humanly possible.
To read the full blog and learn what you can do go to: http://bit.ly/2FMa2yr

Submitted by Colleen Steckel
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Unrest
What??? We are on Netflix? That's right.
You can now tell your family and friends that
all they have to do to watch Unrest is log onto
Netflix and hit play! (http://bit.ly/2ImWRG2)
We are (or will be) available in 190 countries around the world and twenty
languages. This means even more people can see the film and join the movement
for equal access to research, treatment and care.
But being on Netflix doesn't guarantee views. And watching Unrest is only the
beginning. To transform awareness into action, we need to organize! Here are
three ways you can help.
Share on social
Shout our Netflix launch from the rooftops. Share on your social networks and
let's get our stories seen and heard! You can find images and sample tweets in
our social press kit. (http://bit.ly/2DhSx6Z)
Watch and leave a review
Watch Unrest again or leave a review. We'd love to get Unrest into Netflix's
"Trending Now" section today so casual browsers can stumble upon it and take a
look. Views and reviews help. We can do it – with your help!
Organize a house party
There's still time to sign up and organize a
house party to educate friends and family and
take action together. And now with Unrest's
availability on Netflix, it's never been easier
(http://bit.ly/2Fvwlwt)!
Watch on Netflix
Don't have Netflix? US residents can still watch
Unrest for free on PBS's Independent Lens website through January 22nd or go
here for even more ways to watch (http://bit.ly/2FGARHH).
We've come so far together – and this is JUST the beginning. Thank you for your
support, your sharing, and your activism. Together, we can change the world.

Jennifer Brea & The Unrest Team
P.S. - Are you ready to show everyone it's #TimeForUnrest by wearing a shirt, hoodie, button, or
sporting a tote? Why not grab a poster while you're at it? But hurry-- Unrest merchandise is selling
quick! All proceeds from our store help to sustain our global campaign.
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#MEAction
I'm writing to share some exciting new updates about Unrest and
#MEAction.
A new phase
The Time for Unrest campaign shared the stories of people with ME on a global
scale. Unrest has been viewed in over 22 countries, by over one million
people, and has reached a further 35 million through the press and social
media. It was incredible to see how our community mobilized to host
community screenings, education events, house parties, and more. We have
come so far this year (http://bit.ly/2tC8zcn)!
“Time for Unrest” was a catalyst that, thanks to you, helped bring a new level
of visibility and engagement to our community. Now, we're thrilled to embark
on this next phase by bringing the campaign home, under the umbrella of
#MEAction. This will allow us to deepen our efforts around four core areas
work: public engagement & education; patient support & community
organizing; advocacy; and medical & scientific outreach.
We will continue to use Unrest as a tool for engaging the media, medical
professionals, scientists and policymakers, but also plan to expand our toolkit
to include educational curricula, short video content, brochures & factsheets,
and much more.
As ever, we will continue to mobilize action for both #MEAction and
community-initiated projects; amplify the work of our partner organizations
and allies; and empower patients, caregivers, and allies to collaborate, create,
and support one another.
Together, we will fight for recognition, medical education, and equal research
funding in order to build a world that understands, supports, and has the tools
to cure all people with ME.
Our growing team
I’m also thrilled to share that two members from the Time for Unrest
campaign will be joining #MEAction this month. Laurie Jones, the Time for
Unrest impact campaign director, joins as #MEAction’s Managing Director.
Kim Flores, the Time for Unrest social media manager, joins #MEAction as
Communications Manager.
I want to take a moment to introduce the new staff and also reintroduce (if
you don’t know them already!) our entire team. #MEAction deserves to grow
and with this expanded support, I know we'll be able to achieve even more,
together.
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Laurie Jones (Managing Director)
Laurie has years of experience working in nonprofits and the arts. Prior to joining the #MEAction
team, Laurie was the Director of Impact for Unrest,
using the film to educate and advocate for those in
the ME community. She has served as Programs
Director at Brave New Films, worked on the Why
Poverty? film campaign and fundraised for United
Way of Metropolitan Chicago. She has a BA in Production Studies in
Performing Arts from Clemson University and an MA in Applied
Human Rights from the University of York. laurie@meaction.net
Kim Flores (Communications Manager)
Kim is a digital media professional experienced in
digital content creation and strategy in the
documentary film and non-profit world. Prior to
joining the #MEAction team, Kim was the
Communications & Digital Manager for Unrest,
overseeing social media, website, and email
marketing. She has been an integral part of Brave
New Films, working as an intern, fellow, and ultimately Digital
Manager. She has a BA in Film and Digital Media with a concentration
in production from University of California, Santa Cruz.
kim@meaction.net
Ben HsuBorger (Community Organizer)
Problem-solver, project manager. Over the past 10
years Ben has worked in nonprofit, academic and
government organizations on projects spanning:
microfinance, study-abroad, public health, fair
housing and community development. He is a
former Fulbright scholar eager to help teams
innovate through better integration of people,
processes and information. He loves extra-large whiteboards.
@hsuborger ben@meaction.net
Adriane Tillman (Editor)
Writer, journalist, traveler, thinker, lover of art,
dance and books. Adriane graduated with
degrees in literature and Russian language. She
worked as a newspaper journalist for five years,
had a few stints in organic farming, and now
consults in marketing and copywriting. She grew
up in Cincinnati, New Jersey, England,
Switzerland and Russia. She resides in Oakland,
California. adriane@meaction.net
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Of course, we wouldn’t be able to achieve any of our goals without the help
of our hardworking team of volunteers; the initiative, skills and passion of
countless organizers and advocates all over the world; and the thousands
more who have supported our work!! A huge thank you to those who give
their time and energy to #MEAction and the broader movement. I stand in
awe and gratitude of you all.
Onward!

Jennifer Brea
Executive Director & #MEAction Volunteer
P.S. We also hope you'll join us this May 12, 2018 for #MillionsMissing, a
global day of action for ME rights. Local organizers will be planning protests,
rallies and events in cities all around the world. There will also be plenty of
opportunities to join in virtually. Visit http://millionsmissing.org to learn
more!
Donate to #MEAction
http://bit.ly/2Gkah56
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12 May
Learned
King, Jr

- Advocacy Lessons
From Martin Luther

Advocacy Lessons Learned from Martin Luther King, Jr. as We Honor Him
Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK), Baptist minister and civil
rights activist, never organized sit down talks with grand
wizards of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). He could have tried to
teach them that they were wrong, but he never did that
because he knew it would be fruitless. Imagine him sitting
there with grand wizards in their white robes, masks, and
caps. It would have been a pointless effort.
In fact, if it helped anyone it would have accommodated the KKK by giving the
wrong impression that they are a reasonable group as opposed to the hateful
criminals they really are. Instead, he brought the fight to the media through
protests and approached lawmakers in Washington D.C. Martin Luther King Jr.
knew that the best way to affect a change and stop their ongoing crimes was
through the education of the public and the assistance of lawmakers who uphold
our laws.
Hatred is an evil motive, but not the only one. The love of money above all else is
a cause capable of creating great evil in the world. Racism and the love of money
can both inflict massive pain, suffering, and death on the masses.
It is ironic that another group perpetrating evil also wear white robes, masks, and
caps. I am referring to corrupt medical researchers. The powerful researchers love
money above all else. Think of the Centers for Disease Control [CDC], the National
Academy of Medicine, formerly called the Institute of Medicine [IOM], Infectious
Diseases Society of America [IDSA], and American Lyme Disease Foundation
[ALDF]. The USA, Canadian, UK, and Australian medical authorities are all corrupt
because:
denying proper diagnosis is a huge cost savings
prescribing ineffective treatments boosts profits
avoiding implications of gross scientific misjudgments which have allowed an
epidemic of diseases protects them from criminal and financial litigation.
Lies are necessary to maximize profit and minimize fault, while they are keeping
us sick.
The public would be outraged if they knew the extent of the deception perpetrated
by medical agencies. Modern medicine is loaded with skilled manipulators who
have convinced the public that they use good science. We cannot correct systemwide corruption from within.
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Many have tried for decades without success. We need to go over their heads. We
must make them do the right thing through educating the public about their
corruption and crimes and by utilizing lawmakers and the law to succeed.
Just stating what we need is not good enough. The public must know that they
are criminals and not merely mistaken scientists. The current dominant advocacy
strategies portray them as mistaken scientists. That strategy won't change
anything. Their work is more than flawed. It is fraud. Just two examples of fraud
are:
The UK Pace Trial research promoting using of cognitive behavioral therapy
[CBT] and graduated exercise therapy [GET] as effective treatments for chronic
fatigue syndrome [CFS]. See this link (http://bit.ly/1Xcm1I5) for David
Tuller’s articles documenting the fraudulent activities of the researchers who
had a conflict of interest in the outcome of this study due to their relationship
to insurance companies.
The “Dearborn” conference for the standardization of diagnosing Lyme disease.
See this link (http://bit.ly/2DxKwv0) for how the criminals falsified the Lyme
disease case definition and fraudulently used the two-tier testing to validate
the LYMErix vaccine.
They will always win the debate if the public believes they use good science. The
public needs to know about the corruption and the routine lie "we use good
science".
Just as MLK wouldn't try to work with the KKK, it is useless for us to try and work
with the CDC, IOM, FDA, IDSA, ALDF and the others. They are lying to keep us
sick for monetary gain. One cannot convince; a bank robber to stop stealing by
telling him it is wrong, telling a racist it is wrong to hate, or telling a terrorist it is
wrong to kill. Evildoers and lawbreakers don't care.
We must speak to the public to educate them via protests with like-minded people
who can spread the truth through all forms of media and use the law to put an
end to their crimes.

Jerry Seidel, President May12.org
May12.org is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation whose mission is to raise
global awareness and education for complex immunological and neurological
diseases, including Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME). As such, donations from USA
citizens are tax-deductible as allowed by law.
Follow May12 on Twitter: @May12org

Submitted by Colleen Steckel
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12 May - MillionsMissing
This has been a huge year
for ME awareness! From
British Parliament to Capitol
Hill to mainstream media,
people around the globe are
talking
about
ME
and
chronic illness. That’s why
it’s the perfect time to build
on this momentum by
joining together #MillionsMissing 2018 on Saturday, May 12!
#MillionsMissing, a global campaign for ME health equality. Last year we took over
cities across the globe, demanding equality for people with Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis. On May 12, 2018 we hope to make even more noise, making
this year the largest and most successful #MillionsMissing yet!
We have a lot planned and are excited to share more in the coming weeks. Sign
up at http://www.millionsmissing.org to get started and we’ll get you more info
soon!
Ultimately, this movement is grassroots- it takes powerfully engaged activists
coming together to make this possible. No matter from your home or in the
streets, we have ways for you to get involved and organizers to connect with!
A map of #MillionsMissing registered events will appear over the next week for
you to join and RSVP! Keep checking http://millionsmissing.org for updates.
In Solidarity,

The MEAction team- Jen, Ben, Laurie, Kim, & Adriane
We fight on. Join the fight today!
Support the movement
(http://bit.ly/2p7pKgl)
If you have any questions email us here: millionsmissing@meaction.net
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Showing Support For Dr Myhill
Showing support for Dr Myhill's complaint to the GMC
about the PACE authors http://bit.ly/2DuXzxe
Note: deadline of this petition is next Sunday, March
25, 2018
On 14th January 2018, Dr Myhill complained to the Chair
of the General Medical Council [GMC], Sir Terence
Stephenson, about the authors of the PACE study
[Comparison of adaptive pacing therapy, cognitive
behaviour therapy, graded exercise therapy, and specialist medical care for
chronic fatigue syndrome (PACE): a randomised trial]: http://bit.ly/2tRPaUX
The full details of this Complaint can be found here:
http://bit.ly/2tTtwja
The purpose of this petition is to show the GMC just how many ME sufferers, and
non-ME sufferers alike, support this Complaint. By signing this petition, you are
showing that support.
This petition is open to UK and non-UK citizens

Source: http://bit.ly/2tTtwja
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The Benefits Of Exercise
Exercise can be really beneficial for people with ME, but it needs to be the right
kind of exercise. This is a list of activities for us to work through as part of a
Graded Exercise programme. Don't take it on all at once, aim to undertake one
exercise daily - IT WILL make you feel better, promise.

Exercises:
Beat around the bush.
Jump to conclusions.
Climb up the walls.
Wade through the morning paper.
Drag my heels.
Push my luck.
Make mountains out of mole hills.
Hit the nail on the head.
Bend over backwards.
Jump on the band wagon.
Run around in circles.
Toot my own horn.
Pull out all the stops.
Add fuel to the fire.
Open a can of worms.
Put my foot in my mouth.
Start the ball rolling.
Go over the edge.
Pick up the pieces.
What a Workout!
Rest At Last. Face Book Time.

Paul Kayes
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The Wallet of the NIH
It is time to analyze how NIH spent its investment in ME research in 2017. NIH
has not yet issued its own tally for 2017 through the categorical spending page,
so I can't say for sure how much money NIH will say it spent. But it's easy enough
(although time and spoon consuming) to figure it out by examining the database
entry for every relevant grant.
There are a lot of ways to crunch these numbers, so I hesitate to give you the
oversimplified bullet point version. However, I know that many people don't have
the patience or capacity to wade through the details, so here is the bottom line:
In Fiscal Year 2017, NIH spent $13,946,881 on ME research. This represents
more than twice what it spent in FY2016.
However, 52% of the spending total came from the new Collaborative
Research Centers. Without the Centers, NIH actually spent LESS on ME
research in FY2017, almost 15% less.
While those Centers are an essential step forward, the drop in funding
through traditional grant mechanisms is a huge concern that we cannot
ignore.
Let's dive into the details.
Traditional Grant Mechanisms and Intramural Funding
The vast majority of NIH funding for all diseases is spent through traditional grant
mechanisms, i.e. a scientist submits a grant and NIH funds it. Another major
category is the money NIH spends on its own research by in-house investigators
(intramural research). ME research was funded through both pathways in FY2017.
Dr. Fred Friedberg received a combined $460,376 (http://bit.ly/2ptKhwR)
for his study of correlations between patient activity, stress, autonomic
symptoms, and non-improvement. The primary aim of the study is to look
at activity, daily hassles, and negative life events, so I classify this as a
psychological and behavioral study.
Two orthostatic intolerance studies continue from last year. Dr. Leonard
Jason received $400,541 (http://bit.ly/2DIh71e) to examine whether
orthostatic intolerance is related to neurocognitive function in pediatric
ME/CFS
patients.
Dr.
Marvin
Medow
received
$205,000
(http://bit.ly/2pu77nU) for a trial comparing intravenous saline to Trioral
hydration in the treatment of orthostatic intolerance in ME/CFS patients
(http://www.trioralors.com/).
Two new grants began in FY2016. Dr. Kathleen Light received $329,085
(http://bit.ly/2u5hgMF) to identify novel gene variants in ME/CFS and
fibromyalgia. Dr. Rakib Rayhan of Howard University received $35,844
(http://bit.ly/2G03CvV) for a study investigating neural correlates of fatigue
with imaging in ME/CFS.
All of the remaining grants are continuing from 2016. Dr. Ben Katz received
$658,576 (http://bit.ly/2G6NyMb) for his prospective study of patients who
develop ME/CFS after mononucleosis in college. Dr. Fabien Campagne
received $522,142 (http://bit.ly/2IEQRZr) to investigate gene expression
profiles
as
possible
diagnostic
biomarkers.
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Dr. Mary Ann Fletcher received $487,064 (http://bit.ly/2GQd1r2) for her
study of gender differences in ME/CFS patients. Dr. Jarred Younger
received $433,689 (http://bit.ly/2GbKONe) to continue his daily immune
monitoring in ME/CFS, healthy, and sick subjects. Dr. James Baraniuk
received $340,156 (http://bit.ly/2u8knDn) for his study of exertional
exhaustion.
Dr.
Marshall
Williams
received
$568,411
(http://bit.ly/2u85Wzp) for his study (formerly Dr. Ronald Glaser's) of
studying sickness behavior in an animal model of Epstein-Barr virus. Dr.
Armin Alaedini received $240,000 (http://bit.ly/2u9fQAI) to investigate
ME/CFS patients' immune response to gluten. Dr. Lubov Nathanson
received $126,110 (http://bit.ly/2FSo9qh) for a grant looking for malespecific biomarkers and therapeutic targets. Dr. Jackie Cliff received
$140,688 (http://bit.ly/2IGzXtt) and took over Dr. Eleanor Riley's grant
to examine associations between human herpesviruses and ME/CFS. Dr.
Luis Nacul's longitudinal study was renewed and received $539,153
(http://bit.ly/2GMVUGp). Finally, Dr. Derya Unutmaz received $642,090
(http://bit.ly/2ucuyHo) to look for immunological biomarkers.
Also included in the total spending are two intramural studies at NIH. Dr.
Leorey Saligan received $118,128 (http://bit.ly/2IGs9Yk) for his ongoing
study on the correlates of fatigue in cancer and other diseases. Dr. Avindra
Nath received $474,561 (http://bit.ly/2pto1mE) for his intramural study on
ME/CFS.
The bad news is that $6.7 million is DOWN from last year by almost 15%. In
addition, new grants accounted for only 5.4% of the spending. This is a really big
problem. We need a large and steady pipeline of new projects to be funded apart
from the Collaborative Research Centers. If NIH does not expand its non-Center
portfolio, the field will suffer.

Jennie Spotila
Much more important numbers and analyses in the complete post on Occupy ME:
http://bit.ly/2HUCNd5
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In Memoriam: Nicola Schmidt
April 4, 1974-January 23, 2018
Shortly before her death Nicola wrote the following
impressive farewell message:
My time with you was much too short. Nice to have met you
in life. I'll miss you - wherever I go.
I thank my partner for the nice years we had together in
Schwabing. Michael, I thank you for all that you did for me
and that you fought so hard for me until the end. Never
forget the hours in the English Garden, in the Schwabinger
Cafés or in our idyllic paradise garden on a summer's day.
It was a wonderful time with you.
My big thanks go to my family for their untiring help and dedication.

Her parents wrote:
On Tuesday, January 23, 2018 Nicola left us forever. After years of uncertainty
and doubts about her health, untold pain and unending suffering, she died in the
presence of her parents and her life partner.
Nici, we miss you very much and will never forget you. We will tell your story
here on the blog and add a new chapter to it over and over again.

Nicola’s mother has graciously given permission to a contributor of the ME Global
Chronicle to translate and include articles of her blog. We will certainly do so in
future issues, as to remember a young, beautiful and strong lady who suffered
much but in spite of it wrote the above, impressive words....
Our condoleances go to Nicola’s parents, family and friends. May your
tremendous loss be filled with sweet memories...

The editors
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In
Memoriam:
Walker

Kathy

Lynne

July 12, 1968 - Jan. 26, 2018
Kathy Lynne Walker was born in White Settlement, Texas,
the firstborn child of Larry John and Penny Lynne Walker.
Kathy was very outgoing, vivacious and active since
childhood. Her interests and talents included music, writing
poetry and sports. She won a poetry contest in grade school
and performed vocal solos at several church events. She was
a cheerleader in high school and college.
Since her father was a minister subject to transfer, the family moved several times
during Kathy's childhood; to Denver, Colorado, in 1970; to Fayetteville, North
Carolina, in 1974; to Portland, in 1976; to Eugene, in 1977. Her mother died in
1980, following a relapse of health problems that began in 1975. Her father
remarried in 1981 and the family moved to Minneapolis, Minnesota, in 1982. After
graduation from high school, Kathy attended college in Duluth, Minnesota.
Kathy fought a long battle with myalgic encephalomyelitis (chronic fatigue
syndrome). She moved to El Paso, Texas, where her father was serving as pastor.
Her health problems increased and worsened over the years, resulting in her
becoming semi-incapacitated. Despite her illness, she lived on her own for 20
years with the help of family, friends and caregivers.
In 2010, she met Mike Riley due to a chance phone call and in 2014, she moved
to Roseville, California, to be with him. They enjoyed their time together despite
her worsening health problems that eventually claimed her life. Kathy died in her
sleep January 26, 2018.
Kathy was preceded in death by her mother, Penny Walker; and is survived by
her father, Larry Walker; brother, Kelly Walker of Tucson, Arizona; and sisters,
Tonia Meyer of Bend and Laurie McGuire of Byron, Michigan; and the love of
her life, Mike Riley of Roseville, California.
A memorial service has been held Sunday, March 18 at 1pm at the United Church
of God, 61396 S. Hwy 97, suite 204, Bend.

Source: http://bit.ly/2HRhWHl
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In Memoriam: Holly Butcher
Holly Butcher 1990-2018
Shortly before she left the mortal frame, Holly wrote:
“It’s a strange thing to realise and accept your mortality at
26 years young. It’s just one of those things you ignore. The
days tick by and you just expect they will keep on coming;
Until the unexpected happens. I always imagined myself
growing old, wrinkled and grey- most likely caused by the
beautiful family (lots of kiddies) I planned on building with
the love of my life. I want that so bad it hurts.
That’s the thing about life; It is fragile, precious and
unpredictable and each day is a gift, not a given right.
I’m 27 now. I don’t want to go. I love my life. I am happy.. I owe that to my loved
ones. But the control is out of my hands.
I haven’t started this ‘note before I die’ so that death is feared - I like the fact
that we are mostly ignorant to it’s inevitability.. Except when I want to talk about
it and it is treated like a ‘taboo’ topic that will never happen to any of us.. That’s
been a bit tough. I just want people to stop worrying so much about the small,
meaningless stresses in life and try to remember that we all have the same fate
after it all so do what you can to make your time feel worthy and great, minus the
bullshit.
I have dropped lots of my thoughts below as I have had a lot of time to ponder
life these last few months. Of course it’s the middle of the night when these
random things pop in my head most!”
Whinge less, people! .. And help each other more.

Holly Butcher

Read Holly’s entire ode to life here: http://bit.ly/2CId3hA
Holly left this world on January 4th, 2018 and had written the above words for
her family to post after her death.
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In Memoriam: Robert Courtney
A tribute to ‘Bob’
Robert Courtney, ME activist, fundraiser, researcher,
and our friend
Robert Courtney – known to hundreds of fellow ME
patients just as ‘Bob’ – passed away on 7 March at the
age of 48 at his brother’s home, where he had been
staying since December. He had taken his own life,
following a dramatic decline in health. To us, his friends,
the shock feels tremendous. The loss, incalculable.
He lived for many years in Brighton, and then in Eastbourne, on the south coast
of England, but most of us knew him online. And in the online world where
bedbound and housebound ME patients gather for friendship and mutual support,
Bob was exceptional. He was a gift to our community, and that gift was composed
of warmth, wit and kindness. It shone out of him, and we all recognised it.
It didn’t matter that most of us never met him in person or spoke with him on the
phone. We may not have known his face or the sound of his voice, but we loved
him. As one patient said, ‘It is the mark of the man that I, someone living on the
other side of the world who only knew him through his online posting, should feel
so deeply saddened by his death.’
His humanity and compassion were absolutely dependable. We could trust him to
calm any situation with his wisdom and diplomacy, and many of us went to him
in private with our troubles. He was humble and modest about the value of his
advice, but it was always even-handed, insightful, and hugely valuable. We would
come away calmer, happier, and often having learned something about ourselves.
Bob was gentle, but hated injustice. And when he contracted ME 13 years ago,
he quickly realised in what an unjust situation he and other patients found
themselves. ME received barely any research funding and there were no effective
treatments. Worse, an influential group of researchers were making misleading
claims that talking therapy and exercise could cure the disease – whereas in fact,
the exercise therapy in particular was harming patients.
So Bob took action, joining with other patients to expose the poor quality of the
research behind this approach. His background was as a care worker in a
psychiatric home and, while he had no academic training, his intellect was such
that he became a skilled and respected researcher, publishing research letters in
the British Medical Journal, Lancet Psychiatry, Psychological Medicine and other
prestigious journals. His meticulous, dogged Freedom of Information requests
began a shared and arduous quest for the truth about the research, along with
other patient-researchers.
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This work led ultimately to the revelation that the supposedly successful £5
million, government-funded PACE trial of talking therapy and exercise for ME
patients was, in fact, a failure. Bob’s name will appear as the co-author of a paper
on the subject, to be published in a well known peer-reviewed journal at the end
of March.
Bob did many other things behind the scenes to fight for patients, including being
a key member of the Microbe Discovery Project, a patient-led fundraising team
that has so far raised over £1 million for crucial biomedical research into ME. And
on every project into which he poured his severely limited energy, he was a rock
for the other patients working with him. A rock with a sense of humour, in fact.
An online colleague of Bob’s has said, ‘What sticks with me about Bob is that
every time we chatted on the phone, we fell about laughing, even in the blackest
times.’
Bob’s efforts have helped tremendously to turn things around for patients, and
his work will change thousands of lives for the better in the coming years.
Dangerous therapies are being left behind; biomedical research is gathering pace;
things are moving in the right direction, and Bob lived long enough to see that
change begin.
But, as one of Bob’s friends has said, despite Bob’s many, many achievements,
the most remarkable thing about him was who he was. He was respected and
much-loved worldwide. Tributes have flooded in from all over the Internet from
patients paying their respects and expressing their loss. They mention how
dedicated and caring he was, how empathetic and generous of heart; what a
wonderful example he set for others, and how he was the best and fairest of us.
He touched many, many lives – we’ll never know how many – reaching out to
other patients and welcoming them into the community. ‘I can’t really think of
adequate words to explain the difference he made to my life,’ wrote one patient.
So many of us feel the same.
We have lost a great man, a powerful force for good. We hope it will bring some
little comfort to his family and those who loved him to know that despite his
terrible illness, he achieved such extraordinary things and did so much for others.
But it’s his warmth, his kindness and his humour that we’ll miss most. For those
of us who worked with him closely, he was quite simply one of the loveliest people
we’ve ever known.
We were fortunate and honoured to have known him, and we will not forget him.
Rest in peace, Bob.

Tom Kindlon
Source: https://www.facebook.com/TomKindlonMECFS/
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In Memoriam: Rebecca ‘Goldfisch
Goldi’
Rebecca was a young woman, full of joy and energy.
She lived in Germany. She wanted to go on a trip around
the world, but a vaccination erased all plans.
She fought against ME, informed her fellow human
beings and campaigned for it to be recognized as vaccine
damage.
On New Year's Eve 2016/17 she went out for the last
time to watch the fireworks. After that, things got worse.
For a year, she was 100% dependent on care. She couldn't do anything, she
couldn't take any more.
Her mother and her boyfriend cared for her and informed us via the Internet. They
asked us to write them letters. Last night I wanted to write another one, but I
didn't have the strength.
Today I found out that Rebecca left yesterday at her own request. Rest in peace
dear Goldfisch Goldi /Rebecca
Have a look at her homepage, so she won't be forgotten:
https://starclouds.jimdo.com

Annette Schmuck
Source: the ME/CFS Memorial Page
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8. Karina Hansen, Save4Children
Help Karina Hansen – donate to Save4Children
Help Karina Hansen – donate to
Save4Children
https://let-me.be/page.php?11
The charity Save4Children has been
created by the editors of the ME Global
Chronicle (https://www.let-me.be) and
helps parents whose children have
been forced into psychiatric wards by
authorities, to try and set them free by
legal procedures.
After the release in 2015 of the German girl who came to be known as Joanna,
it was decided to focus the fund entirely on Karina Hansen, who was kept
hostage of the Danish psychiatric system since February 2013. She returned home
in October 2016 (https://let-me.be/request.php?36 )
However, there is persisting peril she will not be able to stay home due to pressure
of authorities, clinicians, the institution she left voluntarily and the guardian the
state of Denmark forced upon her in 2013. Hence a most proficient lawyer has
been contracted to try and get her into safer waters.
As this will involve a considerable amount on
fees, please continue to donate as generously as
you did this period, which has been
overwhelming indeed. After Valerie Eliot
Smith’s
blog
on
Karina’s
release
http://bit.ly/2h9dc2U and her update and appeal
in her latest blog on Karina of 2nd December: http://bit.ly/2gajXQX
The donations to this fund are exclusively for use in paying the legal expenses
incurred by Karina's family as a result of her treatment by the state over recent
years.
In case you experience any problems with your payment, please contact us at
donate@let-me.be and provide us with as much as possible information: country,
url, date time, error, used payment method, etc.

Since last issue, 28,75€ was donated.
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Karina Hansen,
Situation

Karina Hansen

The

Current

In September 2017, psychiatrist Mogens Undén tried to
reduce Karina Hansen's intake of olanzapine, but
unfortunately, he did not succeed. For most patients it
takes a long time to stop treatment with olanzapine and
unfortunately Karina got physically ill and had to have
the drug reintroduced. The side effects of withdrawal
caused a deterioration of her condition, but now she’s on
her way back again and a much slower phasing out must
now be attempted.

Not many of us think it is a problem to change to a doctor we wish from home on
our computer with our Nem ID, a Danish identification system used on pc, but it
wasn’t that easy for Karina. After exchanges with the municipality, the guardian,
the psychiatrist Mogens Undén and the municipality again, Karina finally
managed to get a Nem ID and a key card so that it was possible to change doctor
from the home computer and get a medical practitioner in the local area, just like
all other Danish citizens have the right to have.
As regards the guardian, whom Karina would very much like to live without there
has been a hearing on the case on January 29, 2018 at the Court of Holstebro.
The appointed lawyer Per Broe Andersen visited Karina twice before the
hearing, asking Karina a few questions which she answered in writing.
Psychiatrist Mogens Undén deserves much gratefulness for supporting Karina
all the way, for backing up the case and for writing to the court, which was taken
into account at the hearing.
The guardian, Kaj Stendorf, stated at the hearing that he did not mind
withdrawing as Karina's guardian. However, the judge decided that the case has
to be in court once more after the Medical Officer of Health, a doctor for the whole
region, has been asked for his opinion.
It turns out that the Medical Officer of Health will not visit Karina but that he will
receive psychiatrist Mogens Undén's view on the case. And this is the main issue
right now. Karina is still waiting to get rid of a guardian she does not need and
does not want nor have asked for.
While Karina is waiting, she has been charged approx. 10,000 kr fees from the
guardian. We filed a complaint about this to the state administration, because
Karina does not want to pay wages to a guardian she does not want nor requested
for.
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The state administration recognized Karina's right to appeal against the expense,
so there is now a case going on about this with the Civil Protection Agency.
Karina does not have the right to use her own bank account, but she still receives
a smaller amount of money paid monthly by the guardian and the State
Administration from her own pension.
Slowly, progress is being made to make Karina's social life normal, and we hope
she will get rid of the guardian after the next hearing. Despite the social
normalization of Karina's life which is coming slowly now, Karina's life still is not
easy. The psychoptropic drug Olanzapine usually causes side effects such as
weight gain and drowsiness and Karina must also rest several times a day.
Karina is still suffering seriously from flashbacks and PTSD after all the
compulsion she has been exposed to during the ‘care’ of psychiatrists, and her
physical performance still needs to be adjusted to her physical ability so that she
keeps on going but doesn’t overdo.
The best the society can do for Karina now is to give her time, long time in the
calm surroundings of her home to get better and come further with her recovering
and her life.

Submitted by Bente Stenfalk
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9. Science
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Metabolic
Manipulations
Virus-Infected Cells

In

The large quantities of viral macromolecules and virus particles that are produced
in an infected cell impose heavy demands on the host. Synthesis of the building
blocks of a virus particle – nucleotides, amino acids, and sometimes fatty acids –
requires energy, typically in the form of ATP. Synthesis of viral proteins and
genomes, and transport of viral components in the cell also require energy.
Because of these needs, viral infections often lead to alterations in the energygenerating and precursor synthesizing pathways of a cell. Two recent examples
illustrate how virus infection can alter host metabolism.

The first study shows how a long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) induced by viral
infection binds a metabolic enzyme and enhances its catalytic activity
(http://bit.ly/2FnCzOz). There are thousands of lncRNAs encoded in the
mammalian genome which appear to regulate gene expression. An lncRNA called
lncRNA-ACOD1 is induced in cells infected with a variety of viruses. Removal of
the gene for lncRNA-ACOD1 from cells or from mice significantly reduces viral
replication.
The positive effect of lncRNA-ACOD1 on viral replication is a consequence of the
binding of this RNA to glutamic-oxaloacetic transaminase, an enzyme that
participates in multiple metabolic processes. Binding of lncRNA-ACOD1 increases
activity of the enzyme and leads to the production of metabolites that facilitate
viral reproduction.
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Perhaps even more amazing is that the increased synthesis of lncRNA-ACOD1 in
virus infected cells depends on the activation of nuclear factor kappaB, a
transcription factor which regulates metabolism and response to infections. A
subunit of NF-kappaB binds the promoter of the gene encoding lncRNA-ACOD1,
increasing its synthesis. Virus evolution has turned a cellular defense into a
positive regulator of virus replication!
Another example of metabolic manipulation in virus infected cells comes from the
study of a plant virus, tomato bushy stunt virus (http://bit.ly/2FwKsO0). This RNA
virus replicates to very high levels in a short time, requiring a great deal of ATP.
This energy requirement appears to be partially satisfied by the recruitment into
the replication compartments – vesicle-like structures that are formed during viral
replication – of the enzyme pyruvate kinase.
Pyruvate kinase catalyzes the last step of glycolysis, the production of pyruvate
and ATP from glucose (step 10 in the image – you do remember your metabolism,
right?). Glycolysis is a major metabolic pathway in the cytoplasm which not only
produces ATP, but also metabolites for biosynthetic pathways such as the
synthesis of lipids, amino acids, and nucleic acids.
Pyruvate kinase is recruited into TBSV replication complexes because it binds the
viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase. There it synthesizes high levels of ATP
which is used for the activity of helicases – also recruited from the host cell –
needed for the production of large amounts of positive-strand genomic viral RNAs.
These are just two examples of how virus infection remodels the metabolic profile
of the cell. There are other fascinating examples, some of which are apparently
unique. One is the synthesis of the fatty acid palmitate for its subsequent oxidation
in cells infected with poxviruses (http://bit.ly/2Fv769t). Another is the induction
of autophagy in dengue virus infected cells, which leads to mobilization of lipid
stores (http://bit.ly/2FCldgu). Additional examples of the ways that viral gene
products regulate or redirect cellular processes surely remain to be discovered.

Vincent Raccaniello,
Virology Blog http://bit.ly/2BU5VO7
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Food And ME/CFS
Over the last few months, I’ve been busy doing two things.
One of them is talking about the book Happy Food
(http://bit.ly/2hxJvhk), written by Niklas Ekstedt and
me. It’s about the connection between the brain and the
intestinal flora. The second thing that comes to mind is a
couple of articles about CFS/ME, generally and often
mistakenly known as chronic fatigue syndrome, that I’ve
written for the Swedish newspaper SvD.
The emails have been pouring in. And I have been deeply
touched by the stories people have generously shared with
me.
Like so many of us, I know people who have experienced
exhaustion and burnout. For most people, things get better. But if they’re
struggling with chronic fatigue syndrome, that’s rarely the case. I have read what
sometimes seemed like endless stories of suffering. Friends and family of those
who suffer describe it as a debilitating disorder characterized by extreme, lifelong,
painful and paralyzing fatigue. It doesn’t go away with rest, but stays forever,
decade after decade. It doesn’t kill you, but it will take your life away.
Also, our national healthcare systems don’t always support people who have ME.
The illness is often misunderstood and might not be taken seriously by healthcare
providers. According to the CDC, more than one million Americans have ME. At
least one-quarter of them are bed bound or housebound at some point in the
illness, and most never regain their pre-disease level of functioning.
I’ve talked to numerous people who suffer from ME, and they are no longer able
to live their lives in the way they did before. For many of them, it’s been like that
for 20 or 30 years. Almost all of them used to live healthy and active lives until,
all of a sudden, they got symptoms similar to those of flu or an infection. And then
they never recovered, it never stops. Literally, IT NEVER STOPS. Gradually, more
and more symptoms are added: fever, shivers, headache, abdominal pains,
dizziness, cramps, and increased risk of allergic reactions.
Also, the illness is often misunderstood and mistaken for stress-related exhaustion
disorder. Unfortunately, what will help people with stress-related exhaustion, like
exercise, will worsen the symptoms for someone with ME.
So, how is this related to food? A couple of months ago, I visited the National
Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, close to Washington DC. NIH is one of the
world’s foremost medical research centers and an agency of the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services. They’ve finally decided to closely examine the
clinical and biological characteristics of the disorder and improve our
understanding of its cause and progression.
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Vicky Whittemore and Joseph Breen, program directors for the NIH’s ME study,
believe that the disease is not psychosomatic, but a chronic autoimmune multisystemic disease, that is physiological in nature. According to NIH, the illness may
also be related to the so-called Gulf war syndrome. The causes aren’t wellunderstood, but some theories include viral infection, stress-related immune
changes, or a combination of factors.
This is where the food comes in. Over the last few years, scientists have grasped
how critical a rich and thriving intestinal flora is to our health. And why shouldn’t
it? The bacteria in our intestine help extract nutrients from the food we eat, and
at the same time, our intestine is a total pro at protecting itself against bacterial
and viral invaders.
To protect ourselves, we have to be on good terms with the bacteria in our colon.
They can’t live without us, and we can’t live without them. When we’re healthy,
and the good bacteria exist in an environment in which they thrive, we form a
dynamic ecosystem together that will easily mow down every enemy in its path.
Problem is, the diet most of us subside on today is more likely to strengthen the
bad bacteria than the good, and our good bacteria die out when we fail to take
care of them. Compared to some indigenous populations, westerners have
decimated large sections of our gastrointestinal flora. And, as we all know, if too
many species go extinct, entire ecosystems will disappear.
In line with this, NIH will study the connection between the intestinal flora and
ME, and some interesting findings have already been made.
Scientists know that more or less all chronic diseases can be associated with an
imbalanced gut flora. And unfortunately, autoimmune diseases in general are
increasing. Some are well-known, like MS, rheumatism, and fibromyalgia.
However, some symptoms are difficult to diagnose, and many sufferers are still
approached with suspicion.
We need to start talking about autoimmune diseases, on top of all the other
problems related to junk food, like obesity, diabetes and cardiovascular disease.
It is no coincidence that many of these diseases are also associated with
gastrointestinal disorders like IBS or IBD, and celiac disease.
In the future, scientists hope to be able to repair damaged intestinal flora by
adding bacteria to the digestive tract. Until then, don’t forget to strengthen the
good bacteria in your colon by eating a wide variety of foods.

Henrik Ennart
Source: https://foodpharmacy.blog/2018/01/chronic-fatigue-syndrome/
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Elevated
Brain
Natriuretic
Peptide Levels In Chronic Fatigue
Syndrome
Associate
With
Cardiac Dysfunction: A Case
Control Study
Cara Tomas, Andreas Finkelmeyer, Tim Hodgson, Laura MacLachlan, Guy
A MacGowan, Andrew M Blamire, Julia L Newton
Abstract
Objectives:
To explore levels of the brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) and how these associate
with the cardiac abnormalities recently identified in chronic fatigue syndrome
(CFS).
Methods:
Cardiac magnetic resonance examinations were performed using 3T Philips Intera
Achieva scanner (Best, Netherlands) in CFS (Fukuda) participants and sedentary
controls matched group wise for age and sex. BNP was also measured by using
an enzyme immunoassay in plasma from 42 patients with CFS and 10 controls.
Results:
BNP levels were significantly higher in the CFS cohort compared with the matched
controls (P=0.013). When we compared cardiac volumes (end-diastolic and endsystolic) between those with high BNP levels (BNP>400 pg/mL) and low BNP
(<400pg/mL), there were significantly lower cardiac volumes in those with the
higher BNP levels in both end-systolic and end-diastolic volumes (P=0.05). There
were no relationships between fatigue severity, length of disease and BNP levels
(P=0.2) suggesting that our findings are unlikely to be related to deconditioning.
Conclusion:
This study confirms an association between reduced cardiac volumes and BNP in
CFS. Lack of relationship between length of disease suggests that findings are not
secondary to deconditioning. Further studies are needed to explore the utility of
BNP to act as a stratification paradigm in CFS that directs targeted treatments.

Source: OpenHeart http://bit.ly/2oWsAFW
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2016 Ramsey: Research Team 1
Update, February 22, 2018
Dr. Jarred Younger (University of Alabama at Birmingham) recently provided
Solve ME/CFS Initiative (SMCI) with a progress update on the Ramsay 2016
Research Team 1 project.
Research update from Dr. Younger
“We are testing the hypothesis that ME/CFS fatigue is due to inflammation of the
brain. To test that hypothesis, we are using a type of MRI scan called magnetic
resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI). This technique allows us to collect 3D,
full-brain pictures of several markers that are elevated with brain inflammation.
We can measure myo-inositol and choline, which are increased when brain
immune cells are activated and lactate which is increased during more severe
brain inflammation. The picture below shows an example of an ME/CFS
participant, where we can see possible inflammation near the front part of the
brain.
In every single square (or voxel), we get a plot like the one below, that allows us
to calculate the concentration of the inflammation markers. We get over 4000 of
these plots, set up as a grid, over the entire brain.
This technique also allows us to calculate true temperature across the entire brain.
We believe brain temperature can be a marker for inflammation, just like how a
fever is a sign of infection or inflammation in the body. Below is an example
participant where we can see that the brain is cooler near the outside and gets
warmer closer to the center of the brain. In ME/CFS, we predict the brain
temperature will be greater than in healthy controls because the increased
inflammation generates more heat.
While we are still collecting data, we are already seeing some interesting results.
We have to be cautious in discussing what we are finding, because the story can
change as we run more people. But as of right now, we see that individuals with
ME/CFS appear to have elevated myo-inositol and maybe lactate across much of
their brain, which indicates inflammatory processes. We are also seeing elevated
brain temperature deep in the brain of ME/CFS participants, in areas where myoinositol is increased. One of these regions is the caudate, which could have
important connections to fatigue. It is important to note that we have not seen
any signs of neuronal damage. There is a marker of neuron health called Nacetylaspartate that was the same between ME/CFS and healthy controls. This is
potentially good news because it suggests there is no neurodegeneration
occurring.
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Q&A with Dr. Younger
What was a defining moment in your past research and how is it applicable to
your current study of neuroinflammation in ME/CFS?
The first ME/CFS study I conducted was in 2011. It was funded by a seed grant
from Stanford’s Institute of Immunity, Transplantation and Infection, that was
designed to bring new investigators to ME/CFS research. I wanted to know if there
was an association between blood-based inflammatory markers and day-to-day
changes in fatigue severity. Even though I hypothesized an association, I was still
surprised at the results that showed blood markers closely tracked with fatigue.
The results from that study were critical to my research career because they
pointed me in the direction of looking at inflammation and neuroinflammation in
ME/CFS. That pilot grant has since turned into a large, 5-year NIH grant that is a
major part of my work. It would have been very hard for me to break into the
area of ME/CFS research if that seed grant wasn’t available. So, my own career in
ME/CFS research shows that pilot grants are critical to the research enterprise.
How might magnetic resonance spectroscopic thermometry (MRSt) provide
mechanistic insight into the disease?
MRS is a really impressive imaging tool because it allows us to measure brain
chemistry in a completely non-invasive fashion. There are no inserted probes, and
we don’t have to inject the participants with anything. And we can collect all the
data in 20 minutes. We use this technique to get many indicators of ME/CFS
pathophysiology simultaneously. One of those indicators is brain temperature.
People routinely use body temperature to test if there is infection or inflammation,
and we think the same principle can apply to the brain. Inflammation requires
more metabolic expenditures, which increases heat that can build up in the brain.
So, if we see high brain temperature, we may conclude that there are
inflammatory processes at work. We also do a separate scan of blood flow to make
sure elevated temperatures aren’t due to inadequate blood circulation. If we can
identify neuroinflammation as a factor in many cases of ME/CFS, it will open up
new possibilities for treatment.
You are probing five hypotheses related to brain temperature as a proxy
measure for neuroinflammation in ME/CFS, including a biological gradient with
disease severity. How would evidence for an association between severity and
increased brain temperature strengthen the case for MRSt as a diagnostic
method?
While it isn’t essential, it is better when the biomarker correlates with symptom
severity. It is just more convincing if a person with mild ME/CFS has slightly
elevated brain temperature, while a person with severe ME/CFS has significantly
elevated temperature. An association would also make it possible to use
temperature as an outcome in clinical trials – we would expect an effective
treatment to lower brain temperature.
What steps did you take to gather a well characterized patient study group and
why is this important in the experimental process?
Proper characterization of the ME/CFS group is critical to the success of the
project. Fatigue is the most general symptom humans have, and there are dozens
of medical conditions that can cause someone to feel profoundly fatigued.
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It is therefore critical to rule out conditions such as diabetes, adrenal insufficiency,
hypothyroidism, anemia, and acute infections that can be mistaken for ME/CFS.
We conduct a large number of blood tests on our participants to rule out as many
alternative reasons for fatigue as possible. Most individuals with fatigue do not
make it through our screening process, and we frequently uncover medical
conditions that the patient was not aware they had.
How has the ME/CFS space evolved generally, and what do you see for its
future?
From my vantage point, things are moving in the right direction, just not as quickly
as we would like. ME/CFS is increasingly becoming an “accepted” area of research,
and more researchers are being attracted to the area. There is a stronger
advocacy community, more money for research, and increased attention from the
CDC and NIH. There are also more companies trying to be the first to get an FDAapproved treatment to market. All of these developments mean a more tenable
environment for researchers to dedicate their careers to ME/CFS (which would
have been extremely risky a few years ago). What I am also seeing is findings
from a variety of laboratories converging on common stories. The increasing
agreement that there are likely at least 3 important ME/CFS subgroups is an
important development, as we look at the condition in increasingly sophisticated
ways. Funders, government agencies, and researchers are now asking serious
questions about how we make sure we are running studies in the best way
possible, which improves the quality of the science. We have reached the stage
where critical discoveries are now possible.
I believe what will happen in the next few years is that a group will produce an
objective and replicable diagnostic tool for a large subgroup of ME/CFS patients.
Once that first subgroup is defined and verified, we can more quickly start
classifying the remaining patients into subgroups. Those subgroups will be defined
by pathophysiology, meaning that a treatment direction will be clearly indicated.
I would be excited if we could classify at least 60% of ME/CFS patients in the next
five years. I know that sounds slow, but I really think the best way to end ME/CFS
is to methodically define each subgroup. And once the subgroups are clearly
defined, effective treatments will come much more quickly.
Has the SMCI Ramsay Award funding been a helpful investment in your work?
Absolutely. This pilot study would not have been conducted without the Ramsay
award. The importance of these awards is that they fund early ideas that have the
potential to change science and medicine. It is very difficult to get these first
studies funded by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and other large federal
agencies. But being able to collect compelling preliminary data from the Ramsay
award puts us in a much better position to get a large NIH grant. We submitted a
grant application to NIH in February of this year, and the Ramsay award data was
the centerpiece of that application. So, I see these awards as critical to jump
starting new lines of research.

Source: https://solvecfs.org/2016-ramsay-research-team-1-update/
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New Neuron-like Cells Allow
Investigation Into Synthesis Of
Vital Cellular Components
A new method to create synthetic neurons allows researchers to investigate how
the human brain makes metabolic building blocks essential for the survival of all
living organisms. A new study describes a core enzyme involved in the synthesis
of these building blocks, called purines, and how the enzyme might change during
infection by herpes simplex virus.
Neuron-like cells created from a readily available cell line have allowed researchers
to investigate how the human brain makes a metabolic building block essential for
the survival of all living organisms. A team led by researchers from Penn State
optimized a new method to create the synthetic neurons, which they used to
investigate a core enzyme involved in the synthesis of purines -- a component of
DNA that is involved in many other cellular and metabolic processes -- and how
the enzyme might change during infection by herpes simplex virus. An early
version of the paper describing the enzyme appears online in Jan. 2018 in the
Journal of Neurochemistry, and a paper describing the neuron-like cells appeared
in the Dec. 2017 issue of the Journal of Virology.
"These newly developed neuron-like cells allowed us to investigate purine
formation in a specialized cell type for the first time," said Moriah Szpara,
assistant professor of biochemistry and molecular biology at Penn State and senior
author of both papers. "We were interested in neurons because they require a lot
of energy and therefore need to produce purines efficiently. We were also curious
how the synthesis process might be affected by infection with herpes simplex
virus, an energetically demanding virus that takes up residence in neurons."
When demand for purines is high in a cell, a complex composed of many enzymes
called the purinosome forms to enable faster production of these important
chemicals. The researchers investigated an enzyme called FGAMS, a core
component of the purinosome. To better understand the role of FGAMS in purine
production, they looked at where and how much of the enzyme is expressed in
rodent brain slices, rodent neurons, human non-neuronal cells, and the human
neuron-like cells cultivated with the new technique.
"Studying human neurons has been challenging because we haven't had a good
laboratory model to study them," said Colleen Mangold, a postdoctoral
researcher at Penn State and an author of both studies. "We can use neurons from
rodents or chick embryos, but they don't give us the same information as human
cells. Most studies require large numbers of cells, so we developed a method to
take a commonly available cell line and shape it into cells that look and act like
neurons. This new method will allow us to start asking the backlog of questions
we have about neurons, like how purines are synthesized in the brain."
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In the neuron-like cells and in rodent neurons and brain slices, FGAMS was
expressed in a number of locations throughout the neuron, including near
mitochondria and microtubules. Because FGAMS is also found near these
structures in non-neuronal cells, the researchers suspect that purinosome
formation may be conserved across different cell types.
The researchers also investigated the effect of infection with herpes simplex virus
1 (HSV1) on the purine biosynthesis protein FGAMS both in neurons and in nonneuronal cells. HSV1 initially infects an individual at the skin surface and proceeds
to set up a lifelong infection in neurons that cannot be cleared by the immune
system. Because purines may play a role in the replication of HSV1, the high
metabolic load of the virus might deplete purine resources and affect purine
synthesis.
"Infection with HSV1 induced clustering of FGAMS in the non-neuronal cells, which
model the skin phase of infection, while FGAMS appeared to be constantly
clustered and activated in neuronal cells," said Stephen Benkovic, Evan Pugh
Professor of Chemistry and Holder of the Eberly Family Chair in Chemistry at Penn
State and an author of the purine formation paper. "We suspect that the
purinosome is assembled only on an as-needed basis in non-neuronal cells, but
that high energetic demands in neurons may necessitate the purinosome being
present all of the time."
"Viruses like HSV1 survive by establishing a lifelong infection in neurons," said
Szpara, "and there is growing evidence suggesting links between chronic viral
infections and late-life neurocognitive diseases. We are continuing to investigate
the potential connections between the burdens of viral infection and the high
metabolic demands of neurons to see if there are avenues to prevent damage and
improve long-term neuronal health."
Because the results from the neuron-like cells mirror those in the rodent brain
slices and neurons, this study highlights the utility of these cells as a new model
system for studying neurons and how viruses affect them.
"These neuron-like cells are easy to grow in great numbers and will allow us to
capture some of the nuance we missed when studying viruses in non-neuronal
cells," said Mackenzie Shipley, graduate student at Penn State and first author
of the synthetic neuron paper. "While these cells can be used to ask a variety of
questions about neurons, they also provide a new avenue to study how neurons
respond to neurotropic viruses, like HSV, HIV, rabies, West Nile, Zika, and
Chikungunya."
Source: Science Daily
http://bit.ly/2GbdAvc
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An Analysis Of Dutch Hallmark
Studies On CBT +
An analysis of Dutch hallmark studies confirms the outcome of the PACE trial:
cognitive behaviour therapy with a graded activity protocol is not effective for
chronic fatigue syndrome and Myalgic Encephalomyelitis as FNM Twisk and
LAMM Corsius concluded after research.
Abstract
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME) and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) are
considered to be enigmatic diseases. Several studies propose that the combination
of cognitive behaviour therapy with a graded activity protocol (CBT+), justified by
a so-called (bio)psychosocial (explanatory) model, is an effective treatment option
for CFS (ME).
Objective
A critical review of five Dutch hallmark studies that allegedly support this claim.
Methods An analysis of the five CBT+ studies with special attention to the patients
studied, the criteria (subjective and objective measures and cut-off scores) used
to select participants and to define improvement and recovery, the consistency of
the definitions of caseness (being diagnosed as a CFS patient at entry) versus the
definitions of improvement and recovery after CBT+, and the objective effects.
Results
The studies investigated suffer from various methodological flaws. Apart from
these methodological shortcomings, the claim that CBT+ is an effective treatment
option for CFS is not substantiated by the data reported. Some studies
investigated CFS patients, other studies investigated CF patients, labelled as CFS
patients, or combinations of CFS and CF patients. No study investigated the effect
of CBT+ in a group of patients meeting the (original) diagnostic criteria for ME.
The effects of CBT+ on subjective measures, for example fatigue and disability, if
present, are insufficient to achieve normal values. Impressive recovery and
improvement rates are based on very loose criteria for subjective measures. Cutoff scores for subjective measures used to define improvement and recovery in
studies show overlap with cut-off scores for CFS caseness in one or more of the
other studies. More importantly, looking at the objective measures, the proof of
clinical improvement after CBT+ is lacking.
Conclusion
Solid evidence of effectiveness of CBT+ for CFS, let alone ME, is lacking in the five
hallmark studies. The lack of objective improvement indicates CBT+ is ineffective.
This finding confirms the outcome of the large-scale PACE-trial in the UK.

Full text pdf: http://www.oatext.com/pdf/GMO-1-117.pdf
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Does The Microbiome And Virome
Contribute To ME/CFS?
Does the microbiome and virome contribute to myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic
fatigue syndrome? (http://bit.ly/2HAQygL)
Fiona Newberry, Shen-Yuan Hsieh, Tom Wileman, Simon R. Carding
Clinical ScienceMar 09, 2018
Abstract & gist of contents
Myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME)/chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) (ME/CFS) is a
disabling and debilitating disease of unknown aetiology. It is a heterogeneous
disease characterized by various inflammatory, immune, viral, neurological and
endocrine symptoms.
Several microbiome studies have described alterations in the bacterial component
of the microbiome (dysbiosis) consistent with a possible role in disease
development. However, in focusing on the bacterial components of the
microbiome, these studies have neglected the viral constituent known as the
virome.
Viruses, particularly those infecting bacteria (bacteriophages), have the potential
to alter the function and structure of the microbiome via gene transfer and host
lysis. Viral-induced microbiome changes can directly and indirectly influence host
health and disease. The contribution of viruses towards disease pathogenesis is
therefore an important area for research in ME/CFS.
Recent advancements in sequencing technology and bioinformatics now allow
more comprehensive and inclusive investigations of human microbiomes.
However, as the number of microbiome studies increases, the need for greater
consistency in study design and analysis also increases. Comparisons between
different ME/CFS microbiome studies are difficult because of differences in patient
selection and diagnosis criteria, sample processing, genome sequencing and
downstream bioinformatics analysis. It is therefore important that microbiome
studies adopt robust, reproducible and consistent study design to enable more
reliable and valid comparisons and conclusions to be made between studies.
This article provides a comprehensive review of the current evidence supporting
microbiome alterations in ME/CFS patients. Additionally, the pitfalls and
challenges associated with microbiome studies are discussed.
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For example:
▪

The considerations that need to be made in designing
microbiome studies in ME/CFS and some recommendations are
outlined in the illustration to this post. Below we describe in
some detail the particular constraints on microbiome and virome
studies in ME/CFS and the approaches that can be taken to
mitigate against or overcome them.

▪

Due to the multifactorial nature of the disease, standardization
in diagnosis and disease severity are imperatives. These are a
basic requirement to produce robust and reproducible
microbiome studies. It is very difficult to determine if any
microbiome differences are due to a true ME/CFS signature or
complexities of patient recruitment. Future studies should aim
to stratify patients according to disease duration and onset
(sudden or gradual). As microbiome research has increased, the
need for properly matched controls has become apparent.

Sample collection, storage and processing
As the number of microbiome studies has increased, the need for
consistency in sampling techniques and standard operating procedures
(SOPs) has also increased. An excellent review of the critical factors for
sample collection, storage, transport and ‘gold standard’ techniques for
longitudinal microbiome studies in human populations was recently
published http://bit.ly/2G0lhqr. The most important considerations for
storing microbiome samples are to reduce changes in the original microbiota
from sample collection to processing and to keep storage conditions
consistent for all samples in a study
Identification of prokaryotes
Metagenomic sequencing is increasingly being chosen over 16S rRNA
sequencing due to its higher taxonomic resolution and ability to infer
functional potential. However, the absence of whole genome sequences in
public databases limits the ability to identify gene function based on known
sequence information. Careful consideration needs to be taken when
inferring functional potential from metagenomic sequences and, if possible,
the predicted function should be examined using laboratory-based
techniques (e.g. antibiotic resistance), assuming the candidate microbe(s)
can be cultured in isolation.
Identification of viruses
Perhaps the biggest challenge in studying the intestinal virome is the lack of
bioinformatics tools for the analysis of sequence data. To date, there is no
easy-to-use pipeline that uses raw reads, can remove host DNA, can search
for bacterial contaminants and assign taxonomy and functionality to viruses
within the sample. However, efforts are being made to generate such tools.
In addition to isolation and sequencing of VLPs, it is possible to identify
prophages and the bacterial host(s) from metagenomic sequencing. To
accurately study the virome, both techniques should be utilized to study the
lytic and lysogenic phages.
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The Norwich U.K., ME/CFS research group is currently optimizing and
standardizing VLP isolation and DNA/RNA sequencing protocols in addition to
developing fit-for purpose viromics pipelines to comprehensively analyse the
virome in ME/CFS patients.
Full text: http://www.clinsci.org/content/132/5/523

Submtted by Jo Best
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Onset Patterns Of CFS And ME
Meredyth Anne Evans & Leonard A. Jason
Abstract
The onset of Chronic fatigue syndrome (CFS) and Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME)
is considered a key area of inquiry.
Case criteria for ME and CFS and much of the academic literature suggest that
patients typically experience one of two possible onset patterns: sudden or
gradual. The current study provided an in-depth investigation of ME and CFS onset
in order to provide insight into early symptoms, onset duration, and the
progression of functional disability. We collected qualitative descriptive data to
gain a rich description of illness onset from the patients’ point of view. Overall,
qualitative findings revealed detailed descriptions of ME and CFS onset
experiences.
Major themes that emerged from the data included:
onset/illness progression patterns,
illness causes,
methods of adapting and coping,
hardworking and active lives prior to onset,
healthy lives prior to onset, prior health problems,
comorbid health conditions,
motional responses to onset,
exertional effects,
the illness as life limiting,
stress,
traumatic experiences,
lack of support,
support,
and treatment limitations.
A closer examination of the onset/illness progression patterns that emerged from
the data provided evidence that individuals with ME and CFS experience complex
onset patterns. Furthermore, the study findings suggest that the method of
categorizing individuals into sudden versus gradual onset groups fails to capture
the more nuanced and varied onset experiences. Prospective research studies that
capture the onset period as it is developing could lead to improvements in the way
we define and assess ME and CFS onset, and may also lead to methods for early
detection, prevention, and individualized treatment approaches.

Source: http://bit.ly/2I63oET
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Functional Status and Well-Being
Functional
Status
and
Well-Being
in
People
with
Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Compared with People with Multiple
Sclerosis and Healthy Controls
Caroline C. Kingdon, Erinna W. Bowman, Hayley Curran, Luis Nacul, Eliana
M. Lacerda
Abstract
Background
People with myalgic encephalomyelitis/chronic fatigue syndrome (ME/CFS)
continue to struggle to have their condition recognised as disabling in the face of
public and professional prejudice and discrimination.
Objective
The aim of this study was to compare the functional status and well-being of
people with well-characterised ME/CFS with people with multiple sclerosis
(PWMS), as well as healthy controls (HCs).
Methods
In this cross-sectional study, we used data collected as part of the UK ME/CFS
Biobank to compare actual participant scores from the Medical Outcomes Survey
Short Form-36 v2™ (SF-36v2™) between groups, as a proxy for impact of
disability, and from a bespoke questionnaire seeking data on employment and
income.
Results
People with ME/CFS scored significantly lower than PWMS or HCs in almost all SF36v2™ areas. Prominent were lower scores for people with ME/CFS in the Physical
Component Summary and Role Physical and Social Function domains, while the
smallest differences were seen in the Mental Health domain. Responses to the
bespoke questionnaire indicated that people with ME/CFS in this study work fewer
hours and have lower incomes compared with people in the other two groups.
Conclusions
Using SF-36v2™ scores as a proxy, people with ME/CFS were measurably more
disabled than PWMS or HCs in this study population. Furthermore, employment
and income data are consistent with loss of functional status. These findings
should encourage the health community to recognise the disabling effects of
ME/CFS, to advocate for the needs of people with ME/CFS, and to investigate
strategies to address the cost of the disease to both individuals and society.

Source: http://bit.ly/2GLfLpy
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10. ME And Children
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Grateful Patients
Prof. Jonathan Edwards as a reaction to the NICEstakeholders Meeting:
“However, I sense an attitude even amongst physicians and
paediatricians that if CBT and GET are not available they will
have nothing to offer. A lot of doctors find that
uncomfortable. They should not but they do. So, there will be
a tendency for CBT and GET to remain in the guidelines even
if watered down. That will depend to a degree on who is on
the committee. That needs some thought. Applications are
being taken in June and July.”

Reaction of dr. Nigel Speight, retired paediatrician:
“As a doctor, can I comment on the problem of doctors
feeling inadequate when they have no curative treatment to
offer…
There is much that doctors can do for ME patients.
I suggest they provide sympathy, support and (in the case
of children) protection. There is also quite a role for
symptomatic treatment, for pain, insomnia etc.
In the case of children, liaison with school can be important, and in both children
and adults support for benefits can be vital.
Finally, actual advice is also of importance (as opposed to attempts to ‘eradicate
negative thoughts’ via CBT).
In acute onset early ME following a virus infection, early diagnosis is important as
it can lead to vital advice not to push one’s child (or oneself) back to school/work
too soon.
So really there is no justification for doctors to reject ME-patients. I can reassure
doctors who feel helpless and feel like avoiding patients with ME that if all the
above steps are followed they are among the most grateful group of patients one
can have.”
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Cognitive Problems In Children
And Adolescents With ME
https://youtu.be/UJbU4KRmQOw
Cognitive problems such as with short-term
memory, difficulty to explain and concentration
issues are components of Me symptoms. Many
patients experience these as serious hindrances.
In this video, posted by the Norwegian ME
Association, pediatrician and neurologist Kristian Sommerfelt is speaking at the
Haukeland hospital in the Norwegian city of Bergen about how this problem occurs
in children and young adults with ME, and how one should cope with these
limitations. He doesn’t speak on behalf of the Haukeland hospital, but instead
speaks from his own thoughts, considerations and experiences with children who
suffer from ME.
A refreshing take by a physician on an important, consequential issue for a
change.
Sommerfelt primarily works with children under the age of 18. The problem is,
that during a consultation period, cognitive impairment in children is usually
visible after 45 minutes. Rigid focus from him is required here, otherwise it’ll
remain completely unnoticed. First, he notices how the patient loses his calm, and
incorrectly answers his questions, if answering at all. This gradually deteriorates,
and if the patient is accompanied by e.g. one or two friends, he notices how the
patient shows increasing difficulty in interacting. He’s also quite ashamed of it.
According to him, exhaustion due to physical activity is not the worst problem for
patients- if it were, they’d still be able to live a better life in terms of quality.
Losing your ability to think by thinking is far worse.
About brainfog
Sommerfelt has tried to feel what’s known as ‘brainfog’. This exists in different
stages, but it’s as if the brain is unable to finish what it started, even though it is
imperative not only to communication, but also to performing regular tasks.
Brainfog appears to be worse during the morning and deteriorates upon activity,
even after an hour or a day - PEM. It becomes flat-out impossible to ‘use’ one’s
brain normally. For comparison, imagine reading complex texts for five to ten
hours straight, and then being forced to continue reading for another five to ten
hours.
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Is there a connection between these cognitive problems and other symptoms?
Cognitive problems occur at an increased rate when the patient is surrounded by
stimuli, e.g. a shopping mall, even if they walk around calmly. Brainfog occurs as
a result of the brain becoming burdened with wanting to respond to these stimuli.
Having to find and choose a product in a supermarket, for example, is an attack
on the brain of a patient.
What is the best way for doctors to deal with this?
Doctors could adapt by asking and speaking more efficiently, seeing as the patient
won’t know if a question or something important will follow after a sentence. The
patient only has a limited amount of ‘fuel’ for the conversation. If you let them
know you’ve noticed that they are running out of ‘fuel’, you’ll make the patient
feel acknowledged.
Nausea, pain, dizziness, shivering and flu symptoms also kick in when the brain
is overburdened; this does not happen only after physical activity. Especially if it
lasts for hours, e.g. a school field trip, which can last for days.
How is speech ability affected?
In a family environment, this leads to sometimes comical situations due to the
word being uttered meaning something completely different. But more frequently
occurring than using the wrong words is having to figure them out, which doesn’t
seem to be dependent on the level of fatigue, even though a patient struggles to
string together a coherent sentence at the end of the day. At this point, you’re
better off ceasing communication altogether. Pupils often withdraw from groups
or group conversations because they’re feeling drained.
How does it influence memory?
Sometimes, ME patients don’t remember codes. Fluctuations in memory capability
can suddenly occur. Therefore, it makes sense for e.g. family members to
sufficiently remind the patient that certain things have to be done, accepting the
situation as is.
How can ME patients still make the best of their day?
For the 8-18-year-old children Sommerfelt works with, it’s profoundly hard. Aside
from not being able to live their past lives, they’re still in the teenage stage of
self-discovery. This results in them looking for answers in places that wouldn’t
make much sense if they were healthy. This may sound as a very simple solution,
but pacing is crucial here, and that isn’t easy to accomplish if you’re a member of
a group taking part in activities. It’s important to pick and set small goals, and
harder ones if they involve opportunities whose fields one isn’t familiar with, such
as being a painter instead of a soccer player.
The key is to find the pencil with which to connect the dots during this cruel and
wrenching illness.
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11. News from
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Australia
Screening Unrest in Melbourne, Sunday March 18, 2018
Organizer Sacha Bryning wrote:
"On behalf of my partner Josephine, a sufferer of more than 15 years, and with
the support of RMIT and the CFS/ME community we present a screening of Unrest.
We will also discuss the medical discoveries researchers are making in Melbourne
and share personal accounts of sufferers and carers that are paralleled in the film.”
The screening started at 2 pm with a short panel discussion and Q and A to follow.
Panel guests included:
Anna Kerr (Activist and ME sufferer), Chris Armstrong (Researcher at
Melbourne Bioanalytics collaborative focusing on ME/CFS, Bio21 at Melbourne
Uni), Fane Mensah (Visiting PhD student in Immunology of ME/CFS at University
College London), David Tuller (Journalist and Health Reporter who covered the
PACE trials for the New York Times). Plus guest speaker Professor Neil
McGregor (ME/CFS researcher from Melbourne Bioanalytics).

Sydney Comedy Night Fundraiser
Are you in need of a good laugh, a pizza and a drink? Come and join the Give a
Little Love foundation in March and help raise funds for Emerge Australia! We can
promise you some big laughs from 7 professional comedians. Comedians currently
confirmed include Jimmy
McGhie (UK) and Justin Hamilton. Meet at the bar from 7.00pm for a chat and
a drink and we’ll serve up steaming hot pizza, which is included in the price of the
ticket. There will also be raffles and silent auctions.
Date: Wednesday 28th March 2018
Time: 7.00pm
Location: The Comedy Store, 207/122 Lang Road, Moore Park, NSW 2021
Cost: $65 + booking fee (price includes gourmet pizzas from Rum Fire)
Click here to book tickets: http://bit.ly/2pqwVl1
Click here to go to the event webpage: http://bit.ly/2IyPtat
Give a Little Love (http://bit.ly/2HPcl4D) is a tiny foundation staffed purely by
volunteers. With no paid staff they have raised over $500,000 over the past 10
years for some very worthy causes includng The Cerebral Palsy Association and
ChildFund Australia. We're so thrilled that all profits for this event will go to
Emerge Australia.
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Can you or your organisation help support this event?
Event organisers are desperately seeking items for the fund-raising auction and
on the night raffle. It would help enormously if you could donate a Gift Voucher
or an item to be included in the online auction. You can also become an Event
Sponsor, to help cover costs of the event to allow even more proceeds from the
event to be donated to Emerge Australia.
For Event Sponsorship or donation enquiries, please email Paul Turner at
paul@givealittlelove.org.au (subject: ME/CFS comedy night enquiry).

Do you know a good doctor for ME/CFS?
Emerge Australia wants to hear from you! We’re currently updating our health
practitioner lists so if you have come across a health practitioner who understands
and supports people with ME/CFS please let us know!
If you, or someone you know, would like to recommend any healthcare
practitioner please please consider completing our 3-minute survey. Huge thanks
to all of you who have contributed so far!
We’ll be sharing the information we collect with ME/CFS patients so they can find
the help they need. For more information, please visit Emerge Australia's Health
Practitioner Survey Page: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/WTHH9M8
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Belgium
This year, the convention with CFS centers will expire. One
ought to wonder if this convention will be renewed (in its current
state) or simply dissolved like normal. Also interesting to ask is
what will take its place.
The current system might not be ideal, but this could evolve into a better
approach. Assume that, for example, a collaboration with the OMF would be
possible. Why not then? One can hardly infer that Belgium is innovatively making
progress in researching CFS - something which is happening at the OMF. It might
be hard to change this, given how the charities allotting funds towards CFS
research are few and far between.
I’ve been in numerous conversations with people who are closely involved with
this case and am able to conclude that there are good intentions; it’s only a matter
of waiting what the “board of head staff and physicians” (RIZIV) will do with it. I’ll
give them the benefit of the doubt. but if I’m to believe the rumors, there will
suddenly be CFS centers popping up everywhere who have zero expertise in
research pertaining to ME/CFS (not counting the traditional method.)
Let us cooperate, patients, researchers and politics, and work it across the border.
Only then can a solution be found. This won’t be easy, considering even the
already existing patients’ interest groups are struggling to find common ground.
That is where the problem lurks. Without an intermediary, the policy won’t be
changed. Let us talk with respect for one another.

The current list of CFS-centres in Belgium (that’s right, just one)

Eddy Keuninckx
May 12: check https://www.facebook.com/MEBelgium
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Canada
Provide the Funding – They Will Come
National ME/FM Action Network – Canadian ME/FM Task Force
Open Letter To The Health Minister Of Canada
March 5, 2018
The Honourable Ginette Petitpas Taylor, M.P.
Minister of Health
hcminister.ministresc@canada.ca
Dear Health Minister:
The Former Ontario Minister of Health, Dr. Erik Hoskins set up a Task Force with
a three-year mandate specifically to study Myalgic Encephalomyelitis / Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS), Fibromyalgia (FM) and Environmental Illness (EI).
This is the first province to do so.
The Task Force used evidence of lived experiences and clinical experiences
gathered from:
expert members of the task force – scientists, clinicians, people with lived
experience and caregivers;
outside clinical experts who made presentations to the task force;
the Ontario Human Rights Commission;
data and research gathered and analyzed by the task force secretariat.
The FINDINGS of this Task Force are as follows:
Lack of Knowledge [on ME/CFS, FM and MCS];
Lack of Research;
Shortage of Skilled Providers;
Lack of Timely Appropriate Care;
Lack of Treatments;
Lack of Support for Family Caregivers;
Lack of Recognition.
RECOMMENDATIONS by the Task Force:
1.2 Fund academic chair positions in clinical environmental health focused
specifically on ME/CFS, FM and ES/MCS;
1.3 Modernize the Ontario Health Insurance Program (OHIP) fee code K037 –
in collaboration with physician and patient experts – to ensure it recognizes all
three conditions.
2.1 Establish an expert panel to reach consensus on clinical case definitions
and clinical practice guidelines for each of the three conditions.
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3.1 Provide funds to support the development of clinical care pathways for
people with ME/CFS, FM and ES/MCS and map out an appropriate patientcentered system of care for Ontario.
3.2 Work with its partners, such as the Ontario Hospital Association, and with
expert patients, caregivers and physicians to ensure hospitals comply, as
quickly as possible, with relevant accessibility and accommodation legislation.
3.3 work with its partners, such as long-term care provider organizations, and
with expert patients, caregivers and physicians to ensure long-term care homes
comply, as quickly as possible, with relevant accessibility and accommodation
legislation.
4.1 continue to fund this program until the task force makes further
recommendations for advanced education specializing in ME/CFS, FM and
ES/MCS.
What is particularly worth noting is that the Ontario Task Force pointed out how
these life-altering conditions affect people’s health and quality of life and pointing
out that some people are so severe they are housebound and even bedbound
when compared with other conditions in Ontario.
The National ME/FM Action Network suggests that since this is an expert Task
Force that no other province or territory has a need to begin a study as this study
can be distributed to all health ministers across the country and valuable time
would be saved making individual studies.
What is most important, however, by using the same study across the country,
there would not be confusion as to protocols for everyone would be on the same
page. For Canada to become a leader in the world of research, we could become
the example for other countries to follow by treating all Canadians fairly and
proper medical care and support.
As the Ontario Task Force report so clearly points out, this is not the case right
now in Canada.
Do Something, Health Minister, Please.
Provide the Funding, and they will come.

Sincerely,
NATIONAL ME/FM ACTION NETWORK
Lydia E. Neilson, MSM
CEO, Founder
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1st Canadian Collaborative Team Conference
Advancing an International Research Agenda to Address ME/CFS Research
Priorities: From Basic Research to Clinical Practice
May 3-5, 2018
CHU Sainte-Justine (Amphithéâtres 125 et 250, bloc 11)
3175 Chemin de la Côte-Sainte-Catherine
Montréal, Québec
Canada, H3T 1C5
Registration: https://www.fourwav.es/view/647/registration
Access
The best option to get to CHU Sainte-Justine is by public transportation. The
hospital is accessible by bus (129) or by metro (Université de Montréal metro
station). A paying parking lot is also accessible via Chemin de la Côte SainteCatherine entrance.
The aim of the conference is to:
Provide physicians, clinicians, researchers, and other healthcare
professionals with a platform to discuss advances and innovations in the
study of Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/ Chronic Fatigue Syndrome.
Develop, with the help of an international coalition of ME experts, a
sustainable ME/CFS research agenda.
This three-day conference will consist of:
Day 1
A Medical Education Symposium open to the healthcare community. Topics will
include an overview of ME/CFS and how to diagnose and manage the disease.
Day 2
A series of lectures and panel discussions will highlight the most recent advances
in research that are geared for healthcare professionals and the ME/CFS
community (patients and caregivers).
Day 3
A roundtable discussion that will focus on developing a collaborative ME/CFS
research agenda that includes clinicians and researchers at the national and
international levels.
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Speakers:
Day 1: Alison Bested, Byron Hyde, Peter Rowe, Ric Arsenau, Lucinda
Bateman, Roland Staud, Eleanor Stein, Betsy Keller, Riina Bray & Alai
Moreau
Day 2: Byron Hyde, Ron Davis, Patrick McGowan, Alain Moreau, Alexis
Goth & Tara Sampelli, Maureen Hanson, Jonas Bergquist, Cara Tomas,
Peter Rowe, Amir Landi, Luis Nacul, Carmen Scheibenbogen, Derya
Unutmaz, Nancy Klimas, Vicky Whittemore, Linda Tannenbaum, Raeka
Aiyar, Kevin Mejo,
Day 3:
Advancing an International ME/CFS Research Agenda
Developing ME/CFS International Networks and International Collaboration
Development of International Working Groups on ME/CFS

Complete program: http://bit.ly/2GdC6hK
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Finland
The Finnish ME-Community held a #MillionsMissing day in the
freezing snow on January 19 last.
They set out empty shoes to represent the people missing from their lives due to
Myalgic Encephalomyelitis.
People told their stories of ME here: http://bit.ly/2pyu8oX
Find Finland #MillionsMissing on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/millionsmissingfinland/
Also look at this heroic presentation, although the language most probably will be
foreign to you: http://bit.ly/2IIwuKX
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France
"I write of my suffering to affirm that I am alive despite everything"
Johann Margulies must live every day with his
illness, myalgic encephalomyelitis and with him 15 to 30 million
people. He struggles to live with his suffering, but also for his
illness to be recognized and for an ambitious program of
research to be put in place.
France has the most powerful and protective health system on
the planet, it's undeniable, and it was a great pride for me, when I was an
expatriate in the United States, to be able to boast because living in a country
where social and health protection is an integral part of the vocations of the
Republic. The public hospital system faces enormous financial and managerial
difficulties, but the fact remains that medicine (in France) is one of the best in the
world, that research is strong and leading, that the support of patients is of very
high quality.
Between 150,000 and 300,000 people suffer from this chronic and rare disease in
France. Why, in France, myalgic encephalomyelitis (ME), better known as the
improper and obsolete syndrome of chronic fatigue (CFS) or systemic intolerance
syndrome (SISE), recognized in many country, which has been the subject of
much research (notably in the United States, the United Kingdom and Norway),
identified as a severe neurological disease by WHO since 1992, is not recognized
by the medical institution,by the research authorities, the public authorities and
most of the medical profession itself?
The subject is too serious to venture into unfounded assumptions when one knows
that between 150,000 and 300,000 people, of which I am unfortunately a part,
would suffer from this chronic and rare disease in France. In the United States,
ME/CFS affects 835,000 to 2.5 million Americans, and in the world we would be
with between 15 and 30 million patients, twice as many as of multiple sclerosis.
But the question persists, I have to ask it: how, or why, or for what purpose, or
what French specificity, could explain that one systematically seeks a non-medical
excuse to the complaints carried by the patients: intense post-exercise fatigue
with a long recovery period, non-restorative sleep, post-exercise discomfort,
substantial reduction in social, personal, and professional life, major cognitive
impairment, orthostatic intolerance, migraines, headaches, hypersensitivity to
infections, myalgia, arthralgia and for the most affected, sometimes a total
inability to get out of bed for several weeks.
Why, when a patient presents with the characteristic procession of symptoms and
complaints of this disease (as of so many others for that matter!), why is a patient
for years on end and in most cases put off in the first place, why many patients
suffering from this strange disease are offered as a pledge of accompaniment so
hard and corrosive "It's in the head, go see a psychiatrist"?
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How then can we explain the fabulous reversal of the therapeutic ratio consisting
of the patient and him alone to explain to the doctor that he is very ill and that he
asks for care? How could I agree to be reduced to a chemical vegetable by a
neurologist who limits himself to treat my migraines without taking into account
the other symptoms? Where did I find the strength to let these doctors assert that
it might be time for me to think about psychiatry?
How could research be positioned, how could funding be allocated for research of
a disease that is not sufficiently recognized? Because we have not yet understood
the totality of the pathology. And why did not we arrive at that point? Because we
did not invest in research and training for screening. We go around in circles, and
the patients with us. Since when in France has the complexity and uncertainty of
the pathophysiology of an illness become an obstacle to support and medical
research?
These are phenomena that manifest themselves so obviously, so clearly, with such
force, that dazzled by their light, affected by their power one is dizzy, if not
anxious. It is because we are not sure when everything started, that we can’t
speak of a beginning? Can there be a shift or rather slow and insidious silent
transformations, which from one day to the next decide to emerge as phenomena
without necessarily indicating that they were nonexistent before?
It has taken me several years of suffering to write these few lines.
It took me several years of suffering (and finally a diagnosis and a start of
accompaniment!) to write these lines and formulate evidence to which however
my body defended itself. But how long will we hold on? It is the discovery of
anguish and absurd feeling (thank you Camus), which finds its foundation in this
unbreakable will to get out of its dysfunctional and suffering body, therefore of
himself, a life that wants to leave but can’t, cornered as it is to herself, eternally.
For some suicide will be the only way to leave. It is the discovery of anger and the
feeling of revolt (thank you again Camus) before the social invisibility of our
condition. For me it is also the birth of a vocation, that of writing, as it was the
artistic one of Jennifer Brea, a young doctoral student at Harvard with ME/CFS,
now famous for her magnificent award-winning documentary UNREST at the
Sundance Festival and for a wonderful TED Talk in which she reports her
experience of the disease, her questions about research and the medical
institution with brio and without pathos.
So it's writing for life, writing to affirm that one is alive thanks to the account of
the suffering and the extreme fatigue of a body, mine. I can’t walk for long, nor
run, nor dance, I often can hardly stand up, my social universe has reduced to the
state of almost nothing, I am in permanent control of my actions to measure their
possible impact on the energy consumed by my body. And so it is for me, with
this platform, to write to continue to move towards a hypothetical cure, to put an
end to the quest for meaning to what doesn’t have any, to return to these troubled
years according to personal or collective memorable memories, to put an I where
there was only passive suffering and abstruse questions.
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Perhaps also to share what I have seen in institutions and science during this
medical wandering and for some time keep the vision that can give me the position
of withdrawal of the society to which tragedies accede.
But, it must be recognized, this text is also a call to medical institutions and health
authorities, a call for recognition and research! If my condition allowed me to write
today, that this has served at least that: we are hundreds of thousands, too
exhausted and suffering to speak, to concentrate, to articulate an audible thought,
but we want only one thing: help us by seeking treatment for our misfortune, keep
up to date and educate doctors to improve screening and end wandering.
And remember that, as we recall the philosopher Michel Henry, medicine is the
last refuge of culture, it does not care for bodies, inert objects, but incarnate
individuals. Listen to us, even if you do not understand our bodies yet.

Johann Margulies
Source: http://bit.ly/2pu2QRB
Johann Margulies is a writer, nuclear physicist and teacher at Sciences Po.
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Italy
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Norway
Norwegian ME Association's Contribution To The Evaluation Of
National Competence Service For CFS/ME
NKT (Nasjonal Kompetansetjeneste), the national competence service for CFS/ME
has existed for5 years, and the authorities will therefore evaluate if there is a need
for the competence service to continue.
For this reason, Norwegian ME
Association wishes to provide important feedback and constructive input.
Briefly summarized:
It is our experience that we need a national competence service for the WHO ICD10 diagnosis G.93.3 Myalgic Encephalopathy, as there is still insufficient
knowledge and partly major attitude problems in the services and the population.
We find that the current NKT unfortunately does not fulfill its mandate because it
does not provide good and safe health services to our members with ME under
strict diagnostic criteria. The ME association unfortunately experiences that the
current NKT is on the wrong course, and perhaps doing more harm than benefit
to people with ME with the narrow diagnostic criteria. We strongly want a
turnaround, but unfortunately, we do not see any signs of it. Therefore, we are
very uncertain whether NKT should continue in its current form.
There are two different disease definitions and a professional disagreement
in the field. We perceive that the management at NKT/ Children’s
Department belongs to the "bio-psychosocial" camp, where broad, nonrecommended diagnosis criteria are being used, and orientates itself
towards psychosomatic and psychological treatment methods with
"activation" (Adapted/graded exercise therapy, cognitive behavioral therapy
and Lightning Process). We find that the addition "bio" has little weight.
As we perceive the philosophy of the children’s ward for neuro-subjects is
that the symptoms occur in the brain and are not "real", and they are looking
for assumed "maintenance factors". These hypotheses are undocumented.
The ME patients who do not get better after the imposed treatments are
made suspects of "choosing" to be ill. Suspicions are also directed at parents
with a presumed "disease focus". Due to the fear of child welfare cases,
parents do not dare to protest againsttreatments that make the child sicker.
This creates great powerlessness and despair. In our experience, this is a
serious malpractice of very ill and vulnerable people, while the sickest
patients are the most vulnerable.
The "biomedical" camp uses the narrow Canadian criteria recommended by
the Health Directorate, and defines ME as a real, serious, long-term/chronic
somatic disease that affects multiple organs, and it is believed that the
symptoms are "real". The core symptom is "postexertional malaise (PEM)",
which means exercise-induced disease deterioration. ME patients recognize
themselves in the biomedical description of their disease.
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The prevalence of CFS/ME is 2% based on the broad criteria, versus 0.2%
onthe narrow criteria, i.e. 10 times more.
It is obvious to us that when a serious disease defined with neuroimmunological criteria becomes mixed up with a large group of unspecific
fatigue, there is a high risk that those with severe disease will be overlooked
and receive the wrong treatment. This, according to our experience, is not
taken into consideration by NKT's children's section. We refer to a previously
submitted complaint from 57 ME mothers and ME parents' input to this
evaluation. The consequences of faulty assessments based on the various
disease definitions can be very serious.
We find that the CFS/ME Center for Adults at Aker hospitalhas a more
balanced approach and patient management. Patients with mild and
moderate/severe ME report they are satisfied with the CFS/ME Center.
Unfortunately, both clinical departments lack knowledge of the very serious
degree of ME, and NKT does not provide necessary help/training on relieving
treatment.
So far, the NKT’s child section has not communicated that there are two
specialized environments with different disease definition and management
of the disease. They promote only the "bio-psychosocial" view in their
courses and lectures throughout the country. The same is happening in the
children's department. This violates "informed consent".
The treatments of CBT and GET recommended by the NKT and practiced at
the
Children's
Department
must
be
considered
as
nondocumented/experimental treatments. This is because the research is
criticized for its methodology; the treatments are under dispute and are not
only given as supportive treatment. The ME association is aware of several
cases with serious complications following GET/CBT.
We call for the following measures: measure patient experience and prepare
patient-reported performance targets. We cannot see that NKT has done this.
Suggestions:
Important authorities in the United States, such as the CDC, have now
rejected the recommendation of the treatments of CBT and GET, following
new advances in research. NKT should also update itself on major and basic
meta-studies from the United States.
The new perspective should now be that psychosomatic methods (CBT/GET)
may help in fatigue/burnout without the symptom PEM, but not patients
with an ME diagnosis according to newer and narrower definitions.
Patients want the right to "free treatment choices"! Thus, for
children/adolescents with MEa good biomedical-oriented follow-up offer
should be developed as soon as possible, giving the patients an alternative
and a real choice. This is urgent.
NKT needs at least one member with a high level of expertise on ME, as well
as expertise in symptomatic and relieving treatment. This is urgent.
It should focus on NKT's taskswhich includes "monitoring and the impact of
treatment outcomes" described as "quality and outcome of treatment, ...,
longer time before relapse, lasting/time-limited improvement in quality of
life, fewer complications/side effects »
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Reporting results (including long-term results) should be initiated as soon as
possible, as well as of adverse reactions/complications and patient satisfaction of
CBT and GET. It must be stated that CBT/GET is an experimental therapy and
should always be voluntary.
A competence service(NKT) for the common term of CFS/ME should cover
both "schools" in balance. This is not the case right now. We think it could
be an idea to distinguish ME according to Canadian/ ICC criteria as a
separate patient group, which has its own competence service. This might
mean the winding up of the controversial and somewhat unfortunate name
‘CFS’.
In summary, we find that the current NKT unfortunately does not fulfill its mandate
because it does not provide good and safe health services to our members with
ME under strict diagnostic criteria. We strongly wish a turnaround.

Source: http://www.me-foreningen.info/
Submitted by Ellen Piro
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New-Zealand
Support for Caregivers: an integral part of the Circle of Strength
The wellbeing of both the persons living with ME/CFS and their
caregivers and family/support networks is something WellMe strongly advocates
through our Support Groups and regular Coffee Groups. WellMe’s ethos that
support is all – support is vital is an integral part of WellMe’s culture, as is our
buddy system. Support for our caregivers is equally vital. Together we are strong
and an integral part of each other’s circle of strength. As our caregivers protect
and nurture us, they too need to be protected and nurtured so as not to suffer
burn out and exhaustion.
Caregivers and supporters need their own support networks and self-management
techniques. Phillida Bunkle’s address to WellMe’s AGM last December on the
personal and family impacts of ME: deficits in care, the importance of family care
for the sick, and its impacts on other members will resonate with many. When
discussing the subject of her address, Phillida said ‘I would like to touch on the
practical difficulties of nursing the severely affected because they are barely
acknowledged.’
Throughout her career, Phillida has been involved with many aspects of patient
protection including patient advocacy, health consumer representation and policy
development particularly concerning women’s health, and the care of people with
ME/CFS and cancer. On four occasions she has been a delegate to WHO world
summits on World Health.
Most noted for co-writing ‘An Unfortunate Experiment at National Womens’ with
Sandra Coney leading to a Commission of Inquiry headed by Dame Silvia
Cartwright that helped strengthen patients’ rights and saw the establishment of
a national cervical screening programme, Phillida has published widely and won
a number of awards recognising her contribution to health consumer protection.
These include the New Zealand Health Industry Distinguished Public Service
Award, and the New Zealand Governor General’s Special Award of Excellence in
Journalism and being made a life member of the National Distribution Workers
Union (NZ).
Phillida is qualified in many branches of massage and bodywork and is a former
patron of the New Zealand Massage Institute. She also holds practice certificates
in reflexology, foot care, cancer care and health coaching and currently divides
her time between caring for family members with ME in New Zealand and running
a small private health coaching practice in nutrition and bodywork in Central
London.
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Phillida has lived with ME and has several family members with it and spoke at
WellMe’s AGM on the importance of support for caregivers (which is also the
subject of ANZMES awareness day). This clip http://bit.ly/2FPfbWs will be used
by them and is being posted on their social media platforms http://bit.ly/2FSOfoH
and also the websites of the main NZ support group networks.

WellMe
Wellington
New Zealand

Submitted by Sandra Forsyth
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Northern Ireland
Dr. Willie Weir, Medical Adviser to our charity, and Andy Hugh
will be the two representatives for Northern Ireland attending the
next NICE stakeholder meeting in May. We are very grateful to have
two such dedicated and experienced advocates representing Hope4ME&Fibro N.I.
and indeed all ME patients in the U.K.

The Health and Social Care Board N.I. have confirmed they will be sending a
representative to the May UNREST screening in Newry on May 8, 2018.
This is a very positive outcome to our request for healthcare commissioners to
view the documentary and have an opportunity to read the desperate messages
of the suffering, provided by the #MillionsMissing empty shoe display labels.

ITV giving coverage to one of their journalists who has been diagnosed with M.E.
Welcome awareness for UK patients, although obviously not for Gary. We
sincerely hope he gets the correct self-management advice and ITV look into the
neglect and sometimes abuse of many suffering from this devastating disease.
ITV Channel TV journalist, Gary Burgess, is sharing his experience of living with
ME, ahead of a screening of a film about the illness in Jersey. ME, also known as
Cronic Fatigue Syndrome, is a condition that causes severe fatigue, chronic pain,
as well as a loss in concentration known as "brain fog". Gary has been signed off
from work for 14 months, after being diagnosed last year and describes the illness
as like having a "battery that won't charge". ME can be really hard to explain
because you can't see it.
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The best way I describe it is, imagine you've got an old mobile phone where the
battery won't fully charge. ME is like that. I start my day with a battery that's
barely charged overnight and stuff that shouldn't use much energy really knackers
my battery.

Gary Burgess, ITV Channel TV Journalist

Since his diagnosis, Gary has set up an online support network called "Zonked
Club", which aims to offer support for people with fatigue-linked illnesses.

Source: https://www.facebook.com/Hope4MEFibro/
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Pakistan
From our event in Karachi, Pakistan!
The screening was held at T2F on the 16th of February.

The event was followed by a Q&A with Director, Jennifer Brea and a local panel
of patients and activists featuring Fatima Asad (Health Coach), Fatima Hashmi
(Activist) and global activist Nevra Elis representing the global advocacy group
#MEAction Network.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zkWebUVIPWA
Click "CC" for subs.

Nevra Lizéta Ahmet
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Spain
What About ME In Spain?
The situation for ME patients in Spain might not be very well known
to many in the English-speaking world, even though the illness is just as prevalent
there as it is anywhere else. A lot of high quality online information about the
illness is only available in English, so in a country where English proficiency isn't
exactly widespread, a lot of that information doesn't reach the local patient
community. Incorrect information about the illness in Spanish is rampant online.
BPS proponents have the entire system in a stronghold. The situation is extremely
complex and very hard to fight.
What we focus on as Millions Missing Spain (#MillonesAusentes) is sharing to the
point, correct information about the illness on our social media channels
throughout the week. We also have a few recurring activities:
On Mondays we ask our followers on FB a question about life with ME. A recap
of all the answers is posted every Sunday night, which gives a pretty good
insight into what Spanish ME patients think and feel.
On Wednesday nights we participate in #MEawarenessHour (#HoraSfcEm) on
Twitter.
On Fridays we take part in a local Twitter project called "patients active online"
(#FFpaciente).
Thanks to this continuous online presence, since last year May 12th our following
has been growing steadily. Just like last year, we will be taking part online in this
year's May 12th Millions Missing day of action. (A live action is not feasible yet,
due to a lack of volunteers, geographical and other factors.) If you would like to
follow us, here's where you can find us:
FB page: https://www.facebook.com/MillonesAusentes
FB group (public): https://www.facebook.com/groups/2150584665167577
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MillonesAusente (no s)
Youtube: http://bit.ly/2u4C4DR
The Spanish team from #MillonesAusentes

Submitted by Juli Persson
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South Africa
During their screening in Cape Town on 28 Feb 2018 the ME/CFS
Foundation South Africa welcomed over 160 guests, 60 of them from
the healthcare field including medical doctors, psychiatrists,
psychologists, physiotherapists, nurses, occupational therapists, and neurologists.

The program started with an oncologist, who is an ME/CFS patient herself. Then,
following the screening of Unrest, there was a Q&A with Linda Tannenbaum via
skype as well as a professor of physiotherapy and the oncologist.
Linda herself reports on the OMF-site: http://bit.ly/2G4F4F2

THE ME CFS FOUNDATION SOUTH AFRICA has stated communications with other
African countries to see how we can join forces for the month of May
(#MillionsMissing) and thereafter. Zambia, Kenya and Botswana are in already.
If you happen to read this and are from any other African country and would like
to join, mail to info@mecfssa.org

Submitted by Retha Viviers
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The Netherlands
Recognition after a long battle
Of course, the most important news from the Netherlands has been the publication
of the advisory report of the Dutch Health Council on Monday 19th March. More
detailed information about it you’ll find in the article under the heading Dutch
Citizen’s Initiative, as this initiative has been the harbinger of this endresult which
entails not less than a recognition of the severity of ME (still called ME/CFS, but
nonetheless...) and, most important of all maybe, the conclusion that CBT and
GET may never be forced upon patients anymore but should be free choices and
do end if and when a patient wishes.
This is due to the fact that the special panel of the Health Council took the IOMcriteria as a starting point: criteria much too broad but with PEM as a compulsory
symptom. Which is contradictory to psychogene interventions. The entire English
summary of the report you’ll also find on the FB-wall of the MEGC
(http://bit.ly/2G9CXjj).
A very important achievement as until now it hasn’t occurred that the Dutch
government has turned down the recommendations of the Health Council.
Moreover, the government itself requested (read: ordered) the Health Council to
investigate ME(CFS) and to produce advices for the future treatment and research
of patients in Holland.
The immediate reason was a petition in 2011, set up by Groep ME Den Haag led
by patient Mirande de Rijke, to recognize ME as a biomedical disease. Rob
Wijbenga, who took place in the panel at the request of Groep ME Den Haag,
made use of the right to formulate a minority opinion in which he emphasizes that
they have deviated from the original assignment to investigate ME, not ME/CFS.
Thereby, the report does not do justice to the seriousness of the disease according
to him, although he can agree with the recommendations. He emphasizes the vital
importance of patient participation in the implementation of the
recommendations. And the fact that the care and the research must also reach
the patients who are homebound and bedbound.
A complete English translation of the report will follow and will then be put on the
wall of the MEGC. With this report, ME communities in other countries could
hopefully also benefit from it, creating a domino-effect.
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Linda Tannenbaum in Utrecht
On Sunday 3th June, Linda Tannenbaum will give a presentation about the work
of the Open Medicine Foundation at the NH Hotel in Utrecht. You can not only
meet and greet her but also ask her questions. She comes especially for us to the
Netherlands after the Invest In ME-congress in London and afterwards she travels
to Italy!
Ruud Vermeulen of the CFS/ME Medical Centre in Amsterdam will talk about
exercise intolerance and how to test it. You can ask him questions too.
There is plenty of time to meet and speak to each other, there is place for many
people in the room and the location is very close to the station ‘Utrecht Centraal’
and suitable for wheelchairs.
Register via contact@me-cvsvereniging.nl
This visit is part of her Worldwide Tour in many countries in Europe which she
started last year.

12Th May/Millions Missing
There are no concrete plans yet for a protest on or around 12th of May in the
context of Millions Missing / World ME-day.
The ME/cvsVereniging and ME Centraal will spend the necessary attention to it
through their wall and site (http://bit.ly/2G0MohG, http://bit.ly/2IIX2eP and
http://bit.ly/2FQkgSt).
Also peek at the wall of #Millions Missing Holland off and on:
https://www.facebook.com/MillionsMissingHolland/
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OMF
Taken from the weekly bulletins of the OMF
Note: all #OMFScienceWednesday’s can be read in as many as 89 languages on https://www.omf.ngo/translations original English texts on
http://bit.ly/2GRKzoJ

January 10, 2018
We celebrate the launch of the ME/CFS Collaborative Research Center at Stanford,
funded by OMF. The Stanford research team got back to work this week in January
and met up to plan out the projects that are now possible because of this generous
funding.
Several points were discussed at the launch meeting:
Ron Davis welcomed everyone back, and talked about how excited he is
for the team to ramp up their research, how much potential he sees in the
science especially because of this additional funding, and how grateful he is
to OMF for providing it;
Linda Tannenbaum, our CEO/President, reinforced OMF’s mission to fund
research that identifies treatments and a cure, underscoring the urgency for
patients;
A major priority is publishing the results the team has generated so far,
including the potential diagnostic platform, and the big data studies in
severely ill patients and families;
Establishing a biobank of samples where standardized analyses have been
performed, that can be shared across all project teams;
Brainstorming on each of the individual projects (T cells and molecular
immunology, extended big data study in families, diagnostic and drug
screening technology)
Methods for data sharing and open communication with the patient
community.
January 14, 2018
With the sincerest gratitude to our newest donor, Pineapple Fund, and the many
patients that supported our application for this donation, we are elated to
announce we have received a $1 million donation to support our vital research.
The Pineapple Fund shared, "We chose the Open Medicine Foundation because
ME/CFS is a serious and complicated condition that torments the life of its
sufferers. We hope that these funds can accelerate much-needed research in this
area, and into related diseases."
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January 17, 2018
Dr. Steinmetz, a Professor of Genetics, is known for his contributions to the
understanding of how genetic variations lead to physiological traits, including
disease. Dr. Davis calls him one of the best geneticists he knows!
In this video https://youtu.be/hKubxRcNJ-I of his presentation to a public (nonscientist) audience, Dr. Steinmetz talks about the revolutions that have taken
place in genomics and how they are changing the way scientists study disease.
Dr. Steinmetz’s scientific track record makes him an ideal part of the #MECFS
research community as the evidence mounts for a genetic component of the
disease. Some of the latest technologies developed by his team for analyzing
single cells will also be very useful. We are glad to be funding his research!
January 25, 2018
There’s an exciting new study (http://bit.ly/2mT6kLS) from Dr. Mike Snyder,
Chair of Genetics at Stanford University. Dr. Snyder’s team performed a big data
study – using the very same genomics technologies his team is applying to ME/CFS
in collaboration with Dr. Ron Davis, with funding from OMF – to understand how
our bodies react to weight gain and weight loss at the molecular level. The results
were surprising!
February 8, 2018
Dr. Robert Naviaux has informed us that, “Bayer has made the decision not to
provide suramin for his proposed clinical trials in autism and ME/CFS. A new, FDAapproved source of suramin is expected to become available in about a year.” Dr.
Naviaux plans to begin his FDA-approved studies in autism and ME/CFS when
the new suramin becomes available.
February 21, 2018
We look at two cell types in our immune system that have been particularly
interesting for ME/CFS research lately: T cells and B cells.
Both of these cell types are important for defending us against infections, but they
do so in different ways:
B cells produce antibodies to 'capture’ invading germs. Sometimes they
produce autoantibodies that mistakenly also target our own tissues, and
some studies suggest this is happening in ME/CFS. The drug Rituximab,
which is believed to deplete B cells, has been tested in patients in hopes of
curbing overactivity of B cells (see last week's post for more:
http://bit.ly/2GgIAwf)
T cells use other methods, including signalling via cytokine production. A
subset known as 'killer’ T cells directly target and eliminate infected cells.
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February 22, 2018
One
day
in
January,
Linda
Tannenbaum opened an email that
would radically change The Open
Medicine Foundation almost overnight
http://bit.ly/2pxeBFN

March 14, 2018
A new project that OMF is funding proposes a new metabolic ‘trap’ hypothesis for
ME/CFS. This project is just getting started under the direction of Dr. Robert
Phair, an expert in computational modelling of biological processes.
March 19, 2018
Watch Dr. Lucinda Bateman's (http://bit.ly/2GSVa2D) report on the first
ME/CFS Clinicians Summit at the Bateman Horne Center (http://bit.ly/2FSOAf7).
OMF's Linda Tannenbaum and Dr. Ron Davis were thrilled to take part, and we
look forward to future collaboration.
March 22, 2018
There are indications that RBC deformability is reduced in some ME/CFS patients.
The ME/CFS RBCs tested so far seem to move more slowly and elongate less than
healthy controls. We are funding a project to confirm these findings in additional
patients, and to study RBCs using additional methods, including various types of
advanced microscopy, to better understand why these differences exist.
If these experiments are successful, they may establish a new biomarker for
ME/CFS that could assist in diagnosis and possibly finding new treatments!
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12. Column – Keep Fighting
I will keep fighting for my life
I was one of those teenagers whose lives ended
up being relatively easy and convenient.
Passionately studying alongside a job during
the weekend if the circumstances allowed it,
having tons of friends as well as lovers.
At 21, I moved to the ‘big city’. Had a job,
furthered my career, lived a healthy social- and
love life; everything was there. Dancing until
the early hours, served at the terraces during
my spare time, walking the dogs, a happy
family surrounded by love.
And… a body that never struggled.
I lived in the heart of Antwerp on the 4th floor, going up 78 steps (I counted them
all!). My very own little place.
I was able to fall asleep here and there, but the word ‘exhausted’ has rarely been
used to describe my life. Except after a heavy day of work. But after that I
managed to sleep and bam, let’s continue. The fact is that everything stood still
after that one night.
October 2001. Never to forget.
I woke up to feel as if a bomb had detonated inside of me. Sick, sick and sick. An
indescribable feeling. My first thought went to the flu. But this ‘flu’ persisted and
felt far from ordinary.
A poisoned body, feeling as if it was flattened by an 18-wheeler. Getting out of
bed was truly, truly hell. Pain, feeling deathly ill and exhausted, every bad feeling
at once.
I decided to consult a doctor after a couple of months. (I don’t have a family
doctor). Blood tests hinted at CMV, but my values were in decline, so eventually
it would be over. Phew!
I made further efforts but… nothing ameliorated. The opposite happened. I
became extremely sensitive to sound, light, fragrance (perfume, the horror!),
headaches became a daily experience, I kept having to sit down on the ground
during my visits to the supermarket, my stomach forced me to lay down in the
bathroom at work or at restaurants, groaning. My physical condition put me in a
state of constant suffering, but I had to carry on.
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I remained ill. Terribly ill. I managed to commute to work for about a year before
getting eye infections. Driving was now too dangerous; I wasn’t able to keep focus
anymore. The centipede with the elephant’s memory turned into someone who
could no longer remember anything and no longer multitask. My dear colleagues
have supported me immensely during this period by taking it upon themselves to
take care of my records.
2002 was the straw that broke the camel’s back. I couldn’t take it any longer. For
two weeks I was bound to my home, being contacted remotely by my family
doctor. As naïve and hopeful as I was, I thought everything would return in due
time.
Two weeks became a year, multiple years… searching… reading, finding
connections, deciphering blood test results, consulting a myriad of different
physicians, even the psychological approach I didn’t write off. Knowing I was
abysmally ill, I wanted to give every last thing a chance. Everything.
Heaps of money, repeated frustration as a result of doctors who give you a look
of disbelief, who don’t look beyond the proverbial blinders on their own myopic
selves. Hope, loss of hope, trying new medicine in circles, vent in the presence of
psychologists…
Just try to mix the mourning of a lost life and its unused talents with a quest of
Don Quixote-difficulty. Simply imagine having to suddenly switch from a happy,
independent wholesome life to a meager bubble of dependency. Entangled in a
string of doctors who don’t know where to go with you and would rather ditch your
case ASAP. A government that wants to cram you into a psychological box. Welfare
services which want to deprive you of your only independency: your hard-needed
welfare checks (medicine doesn’t grow on trees, and doctors don’t work pro deo!)
Battle after battle. Including the one with the welfare. All the way up to the
courtroom. I emerged victorious. After two years of stress with a capital S.
Hallelujah. But still, many are losers while they’re still as affected by the illness.
The counter for ‘years of being sick’ currently reads ‘16’ believe it or not.
80% of my life elapses within the confines of my home. If I do get outside, I
apparently have a lesser day of illness. Of course, provided I’m wearing some
well-applied makeup and a nice set of clothes, so nobody will suspect a thing about
me. Unless they know me and give me a more precise look in the eyes.
Els is laughing, Els participates, Els cares as little as possible about her condition.
Because Els wants to enjoy her life too whenever possible. What follows after one
of those sessions of ‘enjoyment’ is the part of ‘recovery’ - not being able to wash
oneself properly for a week, unable to take off your PJs.
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No, not because I’m lazy, (which, by the way, I’ve never been) but because I
‘work’ on adrenaline, instead of actual physical energy. That’s one part they
already managed to figure out: my condition (ME) is one that disrupts one’s
metabolism. Human beings derive energy from converting glucose, fatty acids and
proteins. In ME, thisconversiongoes wrong.
Glucose turnsintolactic acid instead of energy. Hence that pain and odd sensation
in the head. Hence the total depletion of energy. A battery that only charges up
to 10%, or a car refueled by using the wrong petrol. That’s what my body has
become like.
OK on the outside, total chaos in the inside.
OK on the outside, my head and heart silently bearing the heavy burden of misery.
Laughing on the outside, weeping on the inside.
Therefore, I will fight. Therefore, I will keep fighting.
For those who can no longer tell their story (ME really does kill!), for youths being
dragged out of their homes by psychiatrists, for my beautiful, talented invisible
friends, and for myself.
I will keep on fighting for acknowledgement, keep on fighting for the copious
amounts of research abroad, keep on fighting against our government which is
only interested in responding to insurance companies, keep on fighting… for my
life.

Els
A Belgian patient with Severe ME
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13. Connecting You To M.E.
Leonard A. Jason, Ph.D. DePaul University - Chicago, USA
“The future of the field is in connecting the many patient and
scientific groups into one larger body that is united for change.
Any events that bring people together across countries and
organizations should be promoted.

“The message is simple, we have more impact with numbers, and when we
flex our collective muscles, then we become a movement like the civil
rights, women’s and disability revolutions of the 60s, 70s and 80s.”

The HIV/AIDS groups changed policy throughout the world, but they did it by
keeping their focus on critical issues and demanding change, and although the
voices in that movement were also divided, for a few things like increased funding
and provision of services, they were all together.”
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